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Empirical validation, in which the predictions of a thennal nod.el are 
canpared with actual perfonnance of a building, is the ultimate test of a 
nod.el' s accuracy. The data, against which the predictions are carpared 
rrrust, however, be of highest quality if 'internal errors' within canplex 
simulation programs are to be revealed. This oote describes around 600 
nonitored buildings located throughout the world, varying fran single zoned 
test cells to multi-storey cc:moorcial buildings. For each of these, J:x>urly 
on-site weather and building perfonnance data were gathered so they were 
termed 'acceptable date sets' . This ck>cument contains detailed descriptions 
of over 200 of these which incl mes: the institution rsponsible for the 
nonitoring; the building and weather parameters recorded; the use to which 
the data has been put; any particular strengths or weaknesses which the data 
sets may have; and an extensive reference list to further sources of 
detailed infonnation. The 250 references listed include descriptions of 
over 130 canparisons between rrodel predictions and measured building 
perfonnance data. This is believed to be the rrost canprehensive review and 
canpilation of its type ever assembled. 

By progressively applying rrore stringent criteria, sane of the acceptable 
data sets were reclassified as either 'useful' or 'high quality'. These 
criteria are seen as the minimum standards with which oourly data sets rrrust 
canply if they are to provide credible 'benchmarks' for evaluating a range 
of dynamic thennal nod.els. 

Only 20% of the data sets were classified as useful and only 23 buildings 
have provided high quality data. Those U.K. data sets for which the data is 
readily available are described in even greater detail. 
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DA.TA SETS FCE VALIDM'I?«; DYNAMIC 'lHEBW.. N'.l>ELS OF BUIIDIH:;S 

K J Iana.s BSc PhD CEng MinstE 

CAD Centre 
School of the Built Environment, 

Leicester Polytechnic, P 0 Box 143, LEICESTER, LEl 9BH 

1. INTIOXJC'l'IOO 

Leicester Polytechnic was one of four UK institutions collaborating in the 
joint Science and Engineering Research Council (SERC) and Building Research 
Establishment (BRE) project: 'An investigation into analytical and empirical 
validation techniques for dynamic thennal nodels of ruildings I , Bloanf ield l • 

This group worked f ran 1983 to 1986 and was interested in rrodels which 
predict plant loads and energy fluxes rather than tlx>se which were aimed at 
simulating HVAC or active solar systems, and worked with ESP2 , SERIRES3 and 
HTB2 4 • The primary thrust of the work at Leicester Polytechnic was to 
generate tests (or tools) to assess the adequacy of dynamic thennal rrodels 
based on Empirical Validation, that is, the ccmparison of nodel predictions 
with data collected fran rronitored ruildings. 

To be of real value these validation tools should be capable of revealing 
internal errors in the nodels themselves, such as inappropriate 
simplifications of the real world, invalid mathanatical approximations and 
coding errors. To do this, however, it is necessary to minimise external 
errors, in the data input to the nodels, in the measurement of the 
building's thennal behaviour and in the procedure used to ccmpare measured 
and predicted values (examples of external errors have been published 
elsewhere5 ). 

The elimination of external errors is no easy task, indeed, in a recent 
review of previous empirical validation work5 the autlx>r of this note 
concluded that "the presence of external errors (and the consequent 
uncertainty in rrodel predictions) has neant that none of the empirical 
validation studies undertaken using ESP, SERIRES, DEROB and BLAST would have 
produced conclusive evidence of internal errors in the rrodels themselves" 
and that "only the highest quality wilding construction and data-gathering 
techniques can hope to produce conclusive evidence of internal errors in 
dynamic thennal rrodels". An exhaustive search and evaluation procedure was 
therefore undertaken to try and uncover data sets of sufficiently high 
quality. This covered buildings of all types fran small, single cell 
'boxes' through to very large and canplex multi-storey cx:mnercial buildings. 
The aim was to obtain suitable data sets to enable a suite of validation 
tools to be generated covering the widest possible range of building types, 
nodes of operation and climatic types. 

The strategy which was adopted to try and isolate such data sets consisted 
of four phases. 

Phase 1 : Preliminary acceptance criteria were devised to define the 
mininrum requirements which data sets must fulfil if they are to be of value 
for validating any dynamic thennal nodel. These were termed Acceptable Data 
Sets. 



Phase 2 : The widest possible range of acceptable data sets were 
identified. These were classified by structural type and their salient 
features were tabulated to enable evaluation in Phases 3 and 4. 

Phase 3 : Criteria were devised to screen out data sets which contain 
external errors which would prevent them being useful for validating any 
dynamic thennal node!. Data sets which passed this phase were termed Useful 
Data Sets. 

Phase 4 : Further criteria were devised to identify tlx>se data sets which 
should be useful for validating the widest range of dynamic thennal rrodels. 
These were termed High Quality Data Sets. Since the end of the SERC/BRE 
research project a number of new high quality data sets have been collected 
in the UK. These, and others for which the data is readily available, are 
described in rrore detail. 

This four phase methodology proved to be very workable and could be useful 
for classifying new data for a wide range of applications. Fbr example, 
acceptable data sets which pass the Phase 1 criteria could be used for such 
things as the generation of control codes for building energy management 
systems or the production of energy design guides. Useful data sets which 
pass Phase 2 may be useful for generating and testing simple design tools 
which predict rronthl y average, rather than hour 1 y, perfonnance. High 
quality data sets which pass Phase 4 could, in addition to the foregoing 
uses, be useful for validating canplex dynamic thennal.rrodels. 

The criteria devised at each phase are discussed in this paper and the 
acceptable data sets identified in Phase 2 are described. The canpilation 
covers around 600 buildings, and over 250 references to the source material 
are given. This is thought to be the rrost canprehensive carpendium of 
infonnation of its type ever produced. It will therefore fonn a useful text 
for building scientists who are seeking data on the relationship between the 
perfonnance of buildings and the imposed climatic and occupancy conditions. 

It is not possible to fully explain all the details of the work in this 
paper, however, it has been fully documented in one volume of the final 
report on the SERC/BRE validation project (Lanas 6 ). 

2. PHASE 1 : IDENI'IFYING ACCEPTABLE Di\TA SETS 

r-t::>st dynamic thennal nodels, and certainly those being used in the SERC/BRE 
validation exercise, cannot simulate active solar space heating systems, 
although sane, such as SERIRES, pw:port to nodel hybrid systems such as rock 
bins and convective loops. The rrodels require hourly, or rrore frequent, 
weather data gathered at the site of the building being rrod.elled, in order 
to produce accurate predictions. Therefore, the preliminary acceptance 
criteria were defined as follows: 

Criterial 1 : Structures must oot include operative active . solar space 
heating or cooling systems. 

Criterion 2 
building. 

The weather data must have been collected at the site of the 

Criterial 3 : The measured building perfonnance data, and the weather data, 
must be available at hourly, or rrore frequent, intervals. 
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Compiler, Objectives and Class of Number, Location and Type Contents of the Data Base 
Title, Data Included of Structure Included 
Year, Reference 

US DOE To collect and archive Class Passive heating: 1 Test Data may still be being gathered at 
Passive Solar Class A A data for validating Cell; 2 Residences; 2 some sites. Site handbooks have, or 
Performance Evaluation dynamic thermal models at Experimental Facilities . will be, prepared. Data achived 
Programme the component/algorithm Passive cooling: 4 will cover one to two weeks . 
1981>. [159,170] level. Experimental Facilities . Comparisons between measured perfor-

All located in the USA mance of three facilities and model 
and unoccupied . predictions have been made [109). 

SERI To collect consistent and 6 Test Cells: 1 direct The data bank contains a complete 
Data Base for Validating coherent data which can be gain and 1 Trombe wall description of the building plus two 
Passive System Computer used to validate computer cell at each of three weeks of measured data covering sunny 
Models models of passive solar sys- sites. and cloudy days. 
1980, [22) terns through correlations 5 Residences: 

with monthly performance All sites are in the USA . 
data. They cover 4 climatic 

regions. 

NBS Hourly weather and heating Data was culled from that Data tapes contain a description of 
Selected Measured Data or cooling systems perfor- ·gathered in three large the building and 10 successive days 
from Residential Housing mance and hourly weather monitoring efforts: 6 of hourly data . 
for Use in Testing and data has been gathered Occupied Residences and 1 
Verification of Building which, it is believed, is of Unoccupied Residence in 
Energy Analysis Programs sufficient detail for all the USA . 
1982, [200) existing computer programs. 

AIAF To provide a unique 18 Occupied Commercial Documentation about the buildings 
Archive of Data from resource of consistent data Buildings in the USA. and monitoring techniques . 
Passive Solar Commercial for evaluating the energy Including: 5 assembly Monitored monthly and hourly energy 
Buildings performance and cost effec- buildings; 4 retail use records, or monthly meter 
1981>, (141] tiveness of passive solar stores; 5 schools; 2 readings. An evaluation of the 

commercial buildings . offices; 1 lodging and 1 integration of occupants and 
health centre. systems. Individual buildings have 

been described elsewhere e.g. [ 152 J . 

BRECSU/BRE for To extend the range of 507 Residences on 9 sites Energy use available for virtually 
UK DOE monitored data available to throughout the UK. 8 all houses and some hourly interna l 
Monitored Domestic academics, designers and sites with between 28 and temperatures an<l weather <lata for 
Energy Use Archive housing planners and 56 houses and one with 196 most of them. Parameters measured 
1975>, [23, 24) managers. [89). Virtually all are and recording frequency varies 

occupi ed. Data collected between sites . Preparation of man-
for the Better Jnsulated u<1ls, cataloguing the da ta avail able 
Hous e [ 91 J anrl Energy a nd data archiving, is in progress. 
Improvement Kit 
programmes .. 

TABLE 1 Data stored in computer data bases for vali~ating thermal models 



Compiler Purpose Number, Type and Location Format of the Information 
Year and Reference of the Buildings Included 

Moore E., and To presE:nt the results Includes: 2 twin box and 12 A brief description of the buildings and the purpose of 
McFarland R. D. , of a survey of the use single box test modules, 17 twin the experiments at each site is given. Compiled infor-
1982 of test boxes, rooms, room and 15 sittgle room test mation about most of the sites is presented in matrix 
[202,217) and buildings for pas- modul,es, 9 buildings with form. It includes : the monitoring period; the type of 

fl sive solar research in between 1 and 6 attached green- building and its size; the type of sensors used for 
the USA and Canada. houses and 30 experimental monitoring the building and weather; the type of data 

buildings. Others are mentioned acquisition system; the number of channels logged; and 
in th"' text. the format of these data . 

L. Jones &. Assoc . , Table a: To identify About 240 sites of monitored Information about each site is given in matrix form. 
1965 data sets suitable for data from around the world are It includes an indication of: climate severity; build-
[ 7 J validating models listed. Includes 34. test cells, ing type; the design features; the heating system; 

which predict residen- remainder are single or multi- level of monitoring; and data availability. Monitoring 
ti al house performance family residences . levels and occupancy information given for 133 struc-
in a Canadian context. tures only. 

Table b: To summarise Lists 61 papers which detail Seventeen tables indicate: ~he type of validation; the 
post papers concerned empirLcal validation studies or programs involved; the models involved; the source of 
with a quantitative inter··model comparisons using t.he data; and the reference source, year and subject 
assessment of the structures which range from test matter. 
technical accuracy of cells to commercial buildings 
models. 

I 
and involving between 1 and 23 
mode1';. 

Jones R. W. , Present performance Describes structure and perfor- Each building and it performance is described 
1982 results from monitored mance of 6 residences in New individually. 
(166) passive and hybrid Hex ice,, USA . 

solar he~ted 
buildings 

Heidel! J.A. et al, To provide a well- Lists 37 data sets from ind iv- Lists attributes of each data set and briefly describes 
1965 documen t•~d data base idually monitored, occupied the building, its use and measured energy consumption . 
[I 54] of measured enrl·use com111ercial buildings . All ar~ Lists many other multi-building end-use monitoring pro· 

energy consumption . in the USA . jecLs in the USA. Notes lack of, >1ell-documented 
S1)11rrr-=. (1f metered end-use data in the public domain 

TABLE 2 Publications containing compiled information about data sets (continued) 
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Compiler Purpose Number, Type and Location Format of the Information 
Year and Reference of the Buildings Included 

AIA Research Corp., To collect articles Sixteen test cells, rooms or Sixteen climatic zones in the USA are identified. For 
1978 detailing the thermal greenhouses, 44 residences, and each zone, previously published information and supple-
[153] performance of moni- 6 commercial buildings. All in mentary notes about each building are compiled along 

tored passive solar USA . with a matrix of their attributes: solar features 
buildings. included: level of monitoring; and the values monitored . 

Littler J., and To precis the use Includes about: 25 test cell or Gives a written review of previously published informa-
Watson H., already made of scale test box sites and 4 residences tion classified according to the passive solar features 
1981 models and component in the USA, and ,_Europe and they include: ·mass walls, water walls, phase change 
[27] tests in the design of Australia . material, thermo syphon systems, attached sun spaces, 

passive solar systems direct gain etc. 
and recommend further 
work. 

A.D. Little Inc ., To identify high qual- Identifies 12 sources of poten- Limited information is tabulated on all sites . With a 
1982 ity data from one or tially usable test data in the more detailed discussion of the data from the site 
[25) more residences for USA. Data from 6 sites which which was finally chosen for the study . 

comparison with the included 30 residences was 
predictions of five deemed suit.able. Subsequently, 
thermal models . data from 2 residences at one 

site were used . 

Wagner B. S., To collate information Over 24 validation studies Tabulated information describes: the buildings, its 
1984 from studies in which using data from USA or Canadian location, its mode of operation, fuel and HVAC type, 
[ 11 J the predictions of buildings are identified. These the class of the data recorded, and the method of com-

models have been com- include: paring measured and predicted values. 
pared with monitored l experimental house, 
data in order to 3 buildings tested in an 
dertermine the accur- environmental chamber, 
acy of models. 556 residences, and, 

12 commercial buildings . 

!EA Task VIII, To identify and index lncludes 177 residences or simi- Fourteen tables detail: location. type of building, 
1985 sources of monitored lar sized experimental buildings construction, area, passive heating and cooling compo-
[9] performance evaluation for which automated monitoring nents, auxi I iary system and fuel type, and the climate 

data for passive solar ot critical performance vari- severity There is, in addition, a single page 
residential buildings ables has been undertaken for at entry for each si ti" . 
in countries partici- lF!as1.. six months. ~-ourteen are 
pating in Task VIII. dennted as Class A sites. the 

remainder are Class B. Their 
lciccst.ions are: Belgium, 3; 
•.:annda . 

.,_ [Jenma rk. 3; Norway, ·~ . 
e: :~w~den. 'I: ~.lwi t. ZP.rlf\nrt, 13; 
.:ind t..h~~ llSA, 148 . 

/continued 

TABLE 2 Publications containing compiled information about data sets 



Only acceptable data sets which pass all three criteria are described in 
this paper. 

A three-tier classification system is often used to describe the overall 
level of detail with which a building has been rroni torecl7 . a . 9 . 1 o . 1 1 . The 
alx>ve criteria effectively eliminate data which oo not confonn to the Class 
A or B requirements, ie. which have oot been rroni tored at the mechanism or 
building system level (Burch8 • 1 2). Altlx:>Ugh Class C data, which involves 
assessing building energy use via utility cx:rnpany mater readings is 
excluded, attempts have been made to validate thenna.l rrodels using such 
data13 · 14 . Infonna.tion on over 700 other buildings rronitored at the Class c 
level can be found elsewhere1s,16, 11,1a,19,20. 

3. 'DIE SFARal ftE. ACCEPTABLE MD SETS 

The search began by interrogating fourteen carpiterised literature data 
bases (the majority of which are listed in a directory published by the 
camri.ssion of the European a:mnunities2 1). This work revealed numerous 
North American data sets but few in Europe and the rest of the world. 
Therefore, to broaden the number of regions covered, a questionnaire survey 
was conducted via the 21 members of the International Energy Agency (IF.A) 
Executive Coomittee for Buildings and a:mnunity Systans. Infonna.tion on 
rroni toring work in Europe as well as in Japan and Australia was thus 
acquired. Finally, direct contact was made with researchers who appeared to 
be undertaking particularly relevant work. This included making site visits 
to eight research institutions in North America and two in the UK. 

The literature search revealed the existence of five canputer data bases 
containing rronitored data for validating thenna.l m::x:lels (Table 1). However, 
data in the Solar Energy Research Institute (SERI) data base22 and fran five 
of the sites in the BRECSU/BRE database23 · 24 do oot canply with the Phase 1 
acceptance criteria. 

Nine publications were discovered which contain canpilations and evaluations 
of rronitored building perfonna.nce data (Table 2). TWo of these, both by 
North American institutions, Littler Inc2 5 and Jones and Associates7 , were 
specifically concerned with evaluating the worth of data for validating 
thenna.l m:>dels. The IF.A canpilation9 contained many residences rronitored at 
the Class B level which were part of large multi-building rroni toring 
projects in North America (Table 3). 

The literature search revealed, in total, 599 different structures fran 
which acceptable data had been gathered. As rrost of these had been 
rroni tored in a variety of configurations, m::x:les of operation and different 
weather conditions, the total number of acceptable data sets was very much 
larger. Source references were sought for 231 of these structures which, 
based on the limited infonna.tion to harrl at the time, were tmught likely to 
have yielded the best data. It is the details of these structures which are 
classified and tabulated below. 

The remaining 368 were either residences or ccmnercial buildings which had 
been rroni tored at the Class B level. These canprised of 18 ccmnercial 
buildings in the AIAF database (Table 1) and 37 in the Heid.ell canpilation 
(Table 2), 6 occupied residences in the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) 
database (Table 1), and a further 157 residences with koown occupancy 
patterns listed in either the IF.A canpilation or by Jones and Associates 
(Table 2). Finally, there were alx>ut 150 residences, with on-site weather 
measurements, in the BRECSU/BRE database (Table 2). The camon features of 
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Responsible Institution, Purpose Number, Location and Data Obtained and its Usage 
Title of Project, Type of Structure 
Year of Honitoring, 
Reference 

VITRO Laboratories Div ., To evaluate the perfor- As of 1980, only 8 of the An average of 90 sensors were used per struc-
National Solar Data mance of a large variety 148 data sites operating had ture, monthly and seasonal performance 
Network, of solar systems in both passive systems [212]. A reports are published for each site. Honthly 
1979> residential and commercial further two have been energy usage from one house has been compared 
[210,211,212) buildings. reported elsewhere [184.129J with that predicted by a simplified method 

At least five of the res1- [214). So too have the monthly energy use 
dences were always occupied, and hourly temperatures predicted by two 
as were the three commercial other simplified methods [129,76) Comparisons 
buildings. They are all in between superinsulation and passive solar 
the USA and all but two are designs have also been made [199,156]· 
in the Northeast. 

US-SERI, To provide consistent Data from about 70 occupied The Class B system uses 20 to 25 sensors. The 
Residential Class B measurements of the thermal houses in the USA has been data is limited to that necessary to calculate 
Passive Solar performance of passive obtained. These include 11 the monthly building energy balance. Monthly, 
Performance solar residences to houses being monitored by as "ell as hourly, data will be available 
Monitoring Programme, evaluate their performance. the Californian Energy along with site handbooks . The performance of 
1961> Commission (205,206,207,208, 50 houses is reported in [182). The measured 
[ 204. lfll J 256,257) hourly temperatures and/or monthly energy 

usage of at least one house have been compared 
with the predictions of simplified models and 
a dynamic thermal model [ 1 74 J . 

Bonneville Power To assess the thermal per- Three occupied and four The SERI Class B methodology and equipment was 
Administration, formance of new passive unoccupied houses in used . The total energy use for one house over 
Class B Passive Solar solar houses in the Pacific Hillsboro, OR. and nine a five-month period has been compared with 
Monitoring Programme, Northwest. occupied house s in Spokane that predicted by a simplified technique 
1981> WA. USA. [ 183]. 
(209] 

NRC, Canada. To determine the perfor- Eight occupied. passive The Class B monitoring records up to 24 
NRG/Solar Energy mance of passive solar solar homes . in various part" channel s . Monthly energy usage and the con-
Programme Intermediate homes and establish the of Canada. Fift.y - :;ix more tributions from various sourc~s are 
Level Passive Solar uncertainty in building residences will be moni t.•)red determined. Six further residences \.lere to be 
Monitoring Work, analysis programs and in 1934/8!> . monitored between 9:81 and 1\::85 
1982> design tools. 
[215] I I l 

TABLE 3 Larger multi-building monitoring projects in North America 



the buildings in each of these groups enabled them to be evaluated in Phases 
3 and 4 based on their group characteristics. 

3.1 The Classification of Data Sets 

The 231 structures which were dealt with individually ranged in size fran 
1m3 boxes through to very large multi-storey carmercial buildings. In order 
to evaluate the infonnation about such a diverse range of structures, six 
structural categories were devised and each structure was allocated to one 
of these. 

category 1 : Test Cells 

category 2 : Experimental Roans 

category 3 : Indoor Structures 

category 4 : Experimental Buildings 

category 5 : Residences 

category 6 : carmercial Buildings 

In general I the structures increase in canplexi ty fran category 1, Test 
Cells, to category 6, carmercial Buildings, al though the precise di visions 
are not always clear. In particular, the JTDre canplex test cells, category 
1, resemble the si.rrplest experimental buildings, category 4. 

The descriptive infonnation about the structures in each category is given 
in four fonnats: 

(a) An overview of the structures in each category, giving their location, 
the purpose for which they were JTDnitored and an overall appraisal of the 
advantages and disadvantages of the data (Sections 4 to 9). 

(b) Photographs depicting structures which typify those in each category 
(Plates 1 to 9). 

(c) Tabulated infonnation about each data set necessary to effect the Phase 
3 and Phase 4 evaluations (Tables 4 to 12). 

(d) .Additional detailed infonnation about the individual structures in each 
category which is beyond the scope of either the overview or the tables 
(Appendix 1) . 

The tables, which are the key to the classification process, are divided 
into four sections: 

Section 1 : General Infonnation - The name of the institution responsible 
for the rronitoring; the name and location of the experinental facility; a 
code number, and whether the data set is acceptable, useful or high quality. 

Section 2 : Building Description - The name by which the individual 
structure, or zone, is known; its constructional features; a description of 
the rn:xle of operation of the structure (the heating, exx>ling and venting 
strategy); and, where appropriate, the type of occupancy, the number of 
roans, the number of storeys, and the plan area. 
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FIG 1 
Test cells - Los Alamos type: 
Cells monitored by the Polytechnic of 
Central London in Peterborough, UK. (Cells 
37 and 38 in foreground). 
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Section 3 : M:>ni taring - The period during which the structure was 
rronitored; the building response parameters recorded; the climate data 
recorded; am. the media on which the data was stored. 

Section 4 : Reference/Subject - Source references to the information 
tabulated and either, the purpose of the rroni taring or, the uses which have 
been made of the data, in particular, any uses for empirical validation 
especially by persons other than th::>se wtx:> undertook the rronitoring. 

The information in Sections 2 am. 3 is presented in coded form. This 
enables the maximum anount of detail to be included whilst maintaining 
clarity. It also enforces an even-handed trea:tnwant of each data set and 
thus an objective assessment of their relative merits. 

Section 4 enables inferences to be made about the likely availability, 
docurrentation and usefulness of the data, as well as an indication of :OOW 
'clean' the digital data may be. For example, data gathered for the 

plU1X)Se5 of rrodel validation, which has been used widely for this purpose, 
and for which a site handbook is available, is likely to be of greater value 
for rrodel validation than data which has been gathered, and used, only to 
evaluate the annual energy use of a building. 

A key to the coding adopted in the tables is given in Appendix 2. 

4. CATmEY 1 : TEST CELLS 

Test cells are unoccupied, rectangular, single zoned cells. 
structures in this category can be sub-divided into two groups: 

The 60 

Group (a) Cells which are based on the original I.os Alanos National 
Laboratory (IANL) cells built in 197626 ); for example, the cells rronitored 
by the Polytechnic of Central IDndon (PCL) (Plate 1). 

Group (b) Cells which have a unique, custanized, single zone design; 
such as those rronitored by the EMPA (Plate 2). 

Except for the cells built and instrumented in the UK by the PCL, or the 
Energy M:mitoring canpany, the cells in Group (a) (Table 4) are all 
located in North America. All the cells had an internal volume of about 
11rn3 except the EMC cells which were 8m3• All the cells were built, frcxn 
wood, as a pair with a central, well insulated, party wall separated each 
pair to ensure that they were thermally isolated frcxn each other. In 
general, each cell had a single, highly glazed, south facing surface and was 
well sealed to prevent either infiltration of outside air or exchange of air 
with the adjacent cell. lbWever the EMC cells and, since 1979, the IANL 
cells were equipped with a fan and flow meter to induce ventilation at a 
controlled, measured rate. 

Except for a cell rronitored at Colorado State University, all the cells in 
Group (b) were ooilt and rronitored in Europe. They vary in size and 
construction frcxn the lrn3 wooden boxes, rronitored by the Centre Scientifique 
et Technique de la construction (CSTC), through to a 64m3 reinforced 
concrete cell rronitored by the Polytechnic of Turin. M:rlel validation work 
using test cells has been conducted in SWitzerland at the Ecole 
Polytechnique Federal in I.ausanne (EPFL), in the UK by the University of 
Strathclyde (UOS) and also at the EMPA where the effect of changing the long 
wave radiative properties of the external surfaces was stt.rlied (Table 5). 
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General Information Building Description 

Plant 
(Location of Cells) and Features and 
Monitoring Institution I Code 

·, Test Schedule 

Pennsylvania Univ. 126' WW F 
<Philadel"Phia PNl 
Iowa State Univ. 27 1 TV/TU/NI F 
(Ames, IAl 28' l'i'W/NI 
Solar Energy <!~ ;jU' .... 
Research Institute 31. 32 1 W"1 NI F? 
(Golden, CO) 33 34 2 TV 

35. 36 2 TV NI 
Polytechnic of 37' a DH 
Central London . 38 3 b 
(Peterborough, UK) c 

d DH NI F 
39 2 a TU 
40 2 b 

c er-
411 

....£L_ .F HFtc 

....£__ OH HFtp 
c F HFtc 

EneLgy Mani toring 42~ _L_,-- F-HE'tc 
catpmy b-i l:!Ftp 

i F-HFtc (Cranfield, UK) 
B 

OH 
a 

--0--
Hftcp-F 

c:::£::= 
d HFtP 

lo 
-e HF2 

HFtc-F a 
-HFt~-F 

fE -a HFp 
43:~ a-h ') ,.,~ 44J a-h DH _(p)HFtc 

453 _(£)_HFto a-h .Jsl/ .HFtc 46J a-h OH (eJHFtovm 
47 3 a-h (f}fiFtp 
48J a-h DH __!_g) Hf'tp 

(h) F 

1
Acceptable Data Sets which pass Phase 2 

2
useful Data Sets which pass Phase 3 but 

3
High ' Quality Data Sets ·which pass Phase 4 

IVm 

Period 

2-3:78 

1 3: 80 

? 

10-19:12:83 
12-21:1:84 
24:2-5:3:84 
3 -1 2 : 5 : 84 
10-19:12:83 
12-21:1:84 
24:2-5:3:84 
3-12:5:84 
13-24:12:84 

24·12·84-11 ·7-R<; 

15:2-19:2:85 

10:85-3:86 

21: 12:88-10: 1 : RQ 
19 :1-27:1:89 
1 :2-9: 2 :e2 
12:2;e2 
2:3-21:3:89 

23:2-7:3:90 

25:12:90-25:1:91 

4:8-13:8:87 
15:8-24:8:87 
17: 10-26: 10:87 
28 : 1 0-6: 11 : 87 
6 : 1-17: 1 :88 
6 :2-17: 2:88 
13: 3- 1: 5:90 
5:5-23:6:90 

TABLE 4 (continued) Test Cells - Los Alamos type 

Monitoring 

Reference/Subject 

Building Environment Data 
Media 

Tai Ta c 108 Bres 

Taoi Ta Iv D 102 Bres 
113 Smod [ 

Taoi Fo ? D? 
65 Ci 
51 Bres 

Taow j Ta 27 Ci 
I d Ivh D 201,56,57 Des 

c Wsd 58 Bres 
230 SERI 

Id I 
Tao Eh Ta Ih Wsd D 252 Des 

Tao I 253 Des 

Eh Ta 
Af Ihd 
Fo Ws 

Taoi D 
Oi 254 Des 

I 255 Des I 

256 Des 
264 Des 

Ta 258. -~~~s!Wtu~ 
Eh Taog 

Ihvd 1 259 Bres Fo l.51 ;ijif1 
~I Wsd D 260 Bres 

i Fn I 
'I'W 01 I 261 SERI , ESP, TAS· 



Gene ral lnf ormation Building Desc r i ption Hon Lt o ring 

I 
Reference/Subject 

Honitoring Institution Code Plant 
(Location of Cells) and Features and Period Building I Environment Da.ta 

Test Sc hedul e l He,dia 

Los Alamos 1' a WW 31 12-21:1:77 c 26 Smod 
National Laboratory ~ 24 2- 3: 3 : 78 D - .]8-35 DEROB 
(Los Alamos, NH) 2 ' L- TV 3l 12-21: l : 77 c 26 Smod 

---.J.:_ WW 78-35 DEROB 
._L CL WW F 

5 ' TU NI 
6 1 b TU 2 Jfi Smod I 
7 ' 
~ 

.DH 24 : 2-3 : 3 : 78 
~ TU Taw 153, 202 Ci 

9 TU NI Tgaoi Ihva 161 Bres 
10 p~- Wsd D 

b 78 - 35 . 64 DEROB 203XlE I 
,..._ 249,118,196 Hod 22 pb 
c 24 : 2-13 : 3:78 .2.!~S111od 

11' ~ DH 20 -24:5 : 78 118 Mo4 ,_____ 
----r5-24 : 9 : 78 - 40 BLAST e 

~ ,_____ 5- 11:12 : 78 l 69 Hod 
g 21 - 30 : 12 : 78 40 BLAST 

12' a. b TU NI -- -
c TU 

13 ' a-c TU 
14 ' a-c WW 
15' a WW NI 

b c PCH Tgio 
1·6' · a TU NI HLct F Eh Ta 

·c TU VHc all1:79-3 : 80 Ihva a)153 Ci 70-73 Bres 
n • , a , c - t u bl12 : 80 -3: 81 Wsd D b)98,186 Bres ---Te·- a TU ·- c)1 : 3- 3 : 82 - Ohdl c)162, 186 Bres 
~ -

19 ' a PCH 
20 ' a PCH 

b c 
-ww ____ . 

21' ~- DH ~ c DH PCM 
22' a-c OL I T11 Eh 
23 ' a,c TU -- T1loi Eh 

b"'- f Tg 
National Cent re f or 24 ' JL__ f <:-:> :r8 Taio Ta Iv 1 7 ~- 1 1 1 Hod ld~~,....,.,.,, 

Appropriate .k._ DH 11 : 78-4 : 79 TaowJl fw 
1

r h 47 -83-·SUNCAT 22 Db 
Technology "'!iBctF" . -

~ : 60 Taow fw Eh JWs Qg D 87-82 Br es 153 Ci c 
(Butte, HT) 25' a TV f 2-5 : 78 Taio Ta Iv 176-111 Mod 202 Ci 

b TU/TV 11 : 78-4 : 79 Tap:o Fo I I h B3 _Bres 
. c TU HBct-r- 2 : 80 Taow Fow Eh 1ws Og 62-87 Bres 

'Acceptable Data Sets which pass Phase 1 but fail Phase J criteria . 
/continued 

TABLE 4 Test cells - Los Alamos type 
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FIG 2 
Test Cells - custom designed: 
Two cells monitored by the EMPA Dubendorf in 
St Gallen, Switzerland (Cells 14 to 15). 



General Information I Building Description I 
' 

I 

Monitoring Institution Code Plant 
(Location of Cells) & Features & Period 

i Test Schedule 

Centre Scientifique I 1-4 1 I DL l F VP 

I 2: 79 > 
et Technique de la I 51 =:j t)L 
Construction I 62 - DL i F 
(Brussels, Belgium) I 7-10; I 

l 
HLct F VP 

' 11 1 I OL --=-=- - --
12 2 DL HLc t F 

Colorado State Univ . 13 1 WW F 7:79 
(Fort Collins. CO) 
EHPA 14 3 a OL HLct F 26:2-2 : 3:80 
Dubendorf ~ F 21-26:6:80 
(St. Gallen, c-d DH HLct F 1 : 9-21 : 10:80 
Switzerland) e-f OH 6 - 21 : 12 : 3 0 

g-h DH NI 1:1-21: 2:8 1 
l DH F 14 -21: 4 :81 

15J 
~ 

OL HLct F 26 : 2 - 2:3 : 80 
F 21 -26:6:80 

c OH HLct F 1-30:9:80 
d-b TU 16 : 10-21:4:81 

Ecole Polytechnique I 16, DH F <81 
Federal 17 2 TU/TV/NJ 81 
(Lausanne, 18 ~ DL Hct F {':j 

. Switzerland) I 19 1 DH WW NI 
Politechnico di 20 2 DH F 1:81 I 
Torino (Turin, Italy) i 
Univ. of Strathclyde 21 1 OL F 7:2-10:3:89 (Glasgow, UK) 22 3 OL F.HFj,HFtc 

1 Acceptable Data Sets which pass Phase 1 bu- _ail Phase 3 criteria . 
2Useful Data Sets which pass Phase 3 but fail Phase 4 criteria. 
JHigh quality Data Sets which pass Phase 4 criteria. 

TABLE 5 Test cells - custon designed 

Monitoring I 

I 

I 
I Data 

Building I Environment Media Reference/Subject 

I 

I 

I Tag 
Ta lhvd Wsd T 79,105 Bres 

I Tag Eh 

' 
Ta Ta Id ---

? 112 Smod 

' 

Tao Eh C Ta Wsd D 219 Des 
Ihvd On 220-221-222-10~ Mod 

! 

! 
I 
I Tao F Ta Idn Wsd 151 Mod 
I Taowi D 100 Mod 264 Des 

Ta F .1!.h Ta Iv 153 Ci 
106 Br!i,ls 

Tao Ta Ih c ·-
198 Mod, Smod 

Ta Eh Ta Ihvd D 262 Des 
Wsd 01 263 ESP 
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c.anpared to the other categories of structure, test cells are relatively 
cheap to build and so are generally constructed specifically for conducting 
scientific experiments by the institution which will rronitor them. The 
construction details can therefore be tightly controlled and troublescme 
mechanisms, such as heat bridging and uncertain air leakage, can be 
eliminated. Noteable exceptions are the UOS cells which are part of the 
pan-European PASSYS project. 

Because the cells are small, they can be densely rronitored and if necessary 
lifted clear of the ground to avoid the canplex, multi-dimensional, heat 
loss associated with traditional building foundations. It is also 
relatively easy to alter the pro:pJrtion or type of glazing, the arrount and 
type of thennal storage, and the rrode of heating. A sequence of experiments 
in structures of differing design can therefore be canpleted relatively 
quickly. Test cells are ideal for conducting carefully controlled 
side-by-side canparisons of alternative heating systems, solar collection 
methods and thennal storage devices. It is primarily for this purpose that 
they have been used; the work at the IANL and EMC exemplifies this 
approach. 

The size and construction of test cells enables many :pJtential sources of 
external error to be excluded fran data sets acquired fran them. This, 
together with their relative simplicity, which makes them easy to rrodel, 
renders test cells an attractive and fr0:Illently used source of data for 
rrodel validation (Tables 4 and 5) . 

care must be exercised, however, when designing and interpreting validation 
tests using data fran test cells. Vecy small structures, such as the CSTC 
cubes, are subject to severe scaling problems, such that the relative 
magnitude of thennal delays, edge effects and therrro-circulation cannot 
simultaneously represent those operative in real buildings27 • 28 • This 
seriously undennines the value of the data fran these cells. In larger 
cells, which are greater than about one-fifth the scale of real buildings, 
such problems are avoided2 7 • Even in these cells, however, the relative 
magnitude of the various heat flow paths may not resanble those in houses of 
traditional design. Typically, the thennal behaviour of test cells is 
daninated by solar gain and conductive heat loss through the glazing and 
they often have a large surface-area-to-volume ratio; these features are 
rrore likely to be exhibited by newer, passive solar designs. 

5. CATEaEY 2 : EXPERIMENrAL HOCKS 

The 14 experimental roans (Table 6) are individual, uooccupied, rronitored 
zones which are an integral part of, or attached to, an existing larger 
building (Fig 3). Their major attraction for research is, of course, that 
it is much cheaper and quicker to rronitor part of an existing building than 
it is to construct a new full-size experimental facility. There is also the 
added convenience of being able to safely locate rronitoring 0:Illipnent in the 
adjoining building. 

A variety of experiments, at locations with vecy different climatic 
conditions, have been conducted in experimental roans. An existing 
multi-zoned building in Urbino, Italy was converted to enable double-storey 
Tranbe walls to be tested and attached sunspaces were rronitored in 
Albuquerque and Santa Fe in New Mexico (Table 6). 
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FIG 3 

~ ..... .. ...... ~ .. . 

Experimental rooms: 
First floor corner room at Lanchester 
Polytechnic, Coventry, UK, (Room 3). 
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General Information 

Honitoring Institution 
(Location of Room) 

National Bureau of Standard s 
(Houston, TX) 
Poli t.ecn ico de Tor i no 
(Turin, ltaly) 
Lanchester Polytechnic 
(Lanchester, UK) 

Code 
& 

Test 

i··~ 
l b 

z 

Building Description 

Features 1 
OL 

DH 

Plant. 
and 

Schedule 

VPc F 
VMct F 
F 

I nst. Univ . de Arch . di Vene~ia 

.,.-1~ . -~- -w -- ~ ~~r::_x__ 
d -· -F-. - .- -

t---=----=._,.---,,------,--.,.-.,..,-------+-4-. ~-, TV . ~-- -

!Urbino, Italy) 
Wessling Consulting 
(Albuquerque, NH) 

6="9 2 ·- 1--F' 

11 

Period 

?-4:9:77 
2-4-8:77 
<79 

<79 

60> 

13-23:2 : 76 

---. .--"l --i 

Honitoring 

Building Environment 

Ta Fo A Ta Ih Wsd 

Tao Fo Oi Ta Inhv Wsd 

Toa Ad Ta Iv Ws? 

Tiagow Ov Eh Ta ihv Wsd Oh 

Tai Ta I 

~ 

Data 
Hedi a 

? 

DIC 

C? 

D 

D 

--i 

Reference/ 
Subject 

68 Hod 

g4 Smod 

36 Smod 

250 Bres 

153 Ci 
117 Bres 

--, 

". , ... - I : . rn --
' 11~ ! "' I 1 -~~ I Ta Ia I lli4 Smod' I 

New Hexico Solar Energy Assoc . 14 1 ww A.$ 1 ""4 : 7 6-3 : 79 Taoi Ta Ih W? C 65 Bres 
(Santa Fe, NH) · 

'Accept.able Data Sets which pass Phase I hut fail Phase ~ 3 
'Useful Data Sets which pass Phase 3 but fail Phase 4 criteria . 
'High quality Data Sets which pass Phase 4 crit~ria. 

TABLE 6 Experimental rooms ..~ ' 



FIG 4 
Indoor structures: 
Experimental masonry building at the US 
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, 
MD, USA (Structure 3). 
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General Information Building Description 

. . 
Monitoring Institution Code Type, No. Zones, Plant Occupancy 
(Building Location) and Construction, and 

Test Approx . Size Schedule 

National Bureau of a b F u 
Standards b-e Cell, 1, Concrete M 
(Gaithersburg, MD) 12 f blocks, u 

g-i 6x6x3m high. HF ct M 
j 
a,b F Spa 
c F 
d F Spa 
e Residence , 9, HDct 

21 f Timber framed, F 
g Two storey. . h 
i Cct F Spa 
j 

a Cell, 1, Brick F Sp 
32 b & concrete, Cp 

c 6.5x5.3x4.lm high . Cpt 
ct VPp 

4~ a-d House, 2. Stud & ply. Hct u 
e 2x3x2 . Sm h i_gh__, ___ ·-··- · . . ··- - .. __ 

- fj National Institute a Residence, 11. f 
of Applied Science 51 b Concrete, 
1Lyon . France ·1 c 136m2x2.!im high . HDj 
Manchester Univ . Inst . o• a Cell, l. Concrete. HFE· 
of Science & Technology b l.7il.7~1.4m high. HFs VM-:: 
!Manchester, UK) 72 "' f~oom, 1. Multiple. Hl<s/ j 

b !;x3x:3. t•m high. HFc;/ _i 

1 Acceptable llata Sets which pasc. i-'hase 1 hut fail F'ha!' .. · 3 criteria . 
2 Useful Data Sets which pass Phas~ 3 but fail PhR s ~ ~ ~ r1teria . 
3 High uua!1ty llata Sets which ~)~s~ ~has~ 4 c riteri~ 

TABLE 7 Indoor structures 

u 

~ ----., ~ -. 
j 

Monitoring 

Environmental Period Building Data Reference/Subject 
Temperature Media 
Regime 

Taoi Fo J;. I 
DC(38 4) Ad V'U"S.~BO:d I 179,99 NBSLD 

('(;j p 11 Ci 
Taoi Fo t..~· t 

DC!21 - 121 
DC( 3 -17 J 

DC< 18 -:.n 
OC< 18 -7 J Tag Fo 11 Ci 
DCC21 -8) <75 Eh/c Ad [I 116-9t> NBSLD 
CT(-2) 
SC(25 1) 
Dl,;(5 4 221 
DCC 4 'l 3 l 
nr11 -Al 30-lO"f-7 1 Hod 1 

DC(58 24) <79 Taoi Fo D, c ·r "'4 i:I i.m".r.n '1 l Ci 
Ee Ad Oi 114 t1od lu::t"' ~:mJ"'t.9""' 1!11>11tiTI 

--1&.i 4.9 .. 28) r 71 Motl I 
CTC-12/-5! -:.84 Tao J•o ll l:!O lfod 
11.S;ll__-_1? L Ad - ·-CT(-4. 5? I <.33 Tago Fo ·-·-[) 

'ft> Mod 
SC:<O 181 Ui 
CT1 '? I 
CT <., l Ta A 177 Moel 

c1':.'. . 
Ta ~.., Med 



FIG 5 
Experimental buildings - ~oned: 
Passive Solar Test Facility, at the US 
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, 
Md, USA (Building 7). 
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The roans at the Polytechnic of Turin, Lanchester Polytechnic, and the attic 
space in the residence in lbuston, Texas, were all rronitored to provide data 
for rrodel validation, b:Jwever, there are a m.miber of disadvantages to using 
data fran experimental roans for this p..II1X)Se. In particular, the rocm will 
invariably be less sensitive to ambient conditions than a similar, 
canpletely exrosed, rocm and doubt will always exist as to the exact 
thickness and juxtap:>sition of the materials within opaque multi-layered 
constructions. Hidden heat bridges and other canplex multi-dimensional heat 
flow mechanisms may also exist which could be a significant source of error, 
particularly if the partition walls between the experimental rocm and the 
rest of the building are not well insulated. 

6. CA'l'EXIEY 3 : INIXXE S'l'RlJCTUR!S 

This is the S1YE.llest category containing just seven structures. These were 
all unoccupied and tested inside a larger, temperature controlled, enclosure 
(Table 7). Four of the structures were tested inside the large 
environmental chamber at the US National Bureau of Standards (Fig 3). Two 
of these were massive single zoned test cells with a volume of about 120m3 

(Fig 3), a third was a two storey, timber framed residence, canplete with 
simulated occupants, and a fourth was a S1YE.ll twin-zoned wooden hut used to 
examine rroisture transfer. A canplete eleven roan apartment was rroni tored 
by the National Institute of Applied Science (NIAS) in Lyon, France. 

In rrost of these experiments, the exterior temperature was cycled with a 
daily frequency, although constant temperature and step change temperature 
tests were conducted by the NBS and the NIAS. In contrast, in a series of 
experiments at the University of Wales Institute of Science and Technology, 
the temperatures on the inside, rather than on the outside, of a 4m3 box and 
a 50m3 rocm were cycled. Except for the NBS experiments on a massive 
concrete test cell, in which solar radiation was simulated using infra-red 
lamps and the NIAS experiments in which differential wind pressure was 
simulated, wind and solar effects were not mllnicked in the experiments. 

The advantages of data f ran indoor structures is that the uncertainty 
associated with measuring real weather patterns is avoided and data fran all 
seven structures have been used for rrodel validation. The obvious 
disadvantage is that the ~ boundary conditions are a gross 
simplification of the weather conditions to which buildings are normally 
exposed. In particular, wind and solar effects are generally absent, so the 
data is only able to assess the accuracy of a small part of a thermal node!, 
for example, internal long wave exchange and conduction algori thrns. This 
application is likely to be limited, since these algorithms can be examined 
rrore quickly and with greater precision using simple analytical tests which 
are devoid of experimental uncertainty29 • 

Other problans, generic to structures in this category, are ground coupling 
and long wave radiation exchange between the test structure and the surf aces 
of the test chamber. Estimates by the NBS have indicated that, in their 
chamber, this long wave exchange is equivalent to a decrease in sol-air 
temperature of about 1.3°C. For the massive cell being tested, this had a 
negligible influence on inside temperature3 0 , however, this may not be so 
for lighter structures. 



General Information Building Descz·iption 

Monitoring Institution Code Zon•! Name Features No. 
(Location of Building) Zone of 
Test Facility Name and Rooms 

Test 

Denmark Technical Univ . 1 A' Roon A TU 1 

l (Lyngby, Denmark) B' Roon B 
Test House 
Tohoku University 2 At Roon A DH CW lac 
(Japan) B'' Roon B DH/CW/NI/ 
Twin-Type Test House DL/TV/TW 
National Research Al Un11. l 2 
Council of Canada 3 Bl Un11. Rl - ab 
(Ottawa, Canada) C' Uni1. R2 1 
Passive Solar Test Al lJni1. R3 DL -
Facility 4 Bl Uni1- R4 

~ 
ab 

C' Unit. 2 -
5 A' Unit. 3 2 ab 

B' Unit 4 TV/NI 
Centre Exp. du Bat. et A' Cell 1 
des Travaux Publics 6 B' Cell 2 DH lac 
(Paris, France) C' Cell 3 
Experimental Building D• Cell 4 OH 
National Bureau of I A• .....2... Cell 2 TU 
Standards I .....£.. Trombe Wall TU CW 
(Gaithersburg, MD) I d 
Passive Solar Test B3 _2_ Cell 3 DL 1 
Facility I 7 + Control 

I 
I c' a Cell 4 DH 

I 
b Direct Gain 
~ 

....£.. DFI CW 
d 

'Acceptable Data Sets which pass Phase 1 but fail Phase 3 eriteria. 
'Useful Data Sets which pass Phase 3 out fail Phase 4 criteria . 
'High quality Data Sets which pass Ph~se 4 criteria. 

TABLE 8 Experimental Buildings - zoned 

Monitoring 

I 

Plant Test Building Environ . ! Data Reference/Subject 
and Period I Media 

Schedule 

I 
HRct F 25:2-1:5:83 Tai ow 

I 
Ta Iva D 80 Bres 

Eh Fo 

F 2:81-3:83 Tao Ap I Ta Ih Og D? 133 Mod 
F/VMp 

I 
! 193 Bres 125 Mod 

218 SERI I I 9 Ci 
HBct 80-81 Ta Ehv I Ta lhvn D 125 Bres 136-124 Bres 
VMct 81-82 I Wsd 195 Bres . ":r. 193 Bres • 

I j~saa a ·'·· .. ... I ~D . . ~ 
194 Bres I 

HRct VPc Taoiw I Ta Idvn 
F 10:82> Eh Fo Wsd D 126 Des 
HRt Af Oh Ohpwag 

FIDct F Tgi : 178 Bres I 
Tw 

F _____J I 
RDct F a)Z0-26:10:81 Tao I Ta Ihvn 159 Db 
F b)l6:1-13:2:84 Eh Wsd D l:I Ci 

c)17:2-12 : 3:84 Ac Oagl ~ 
F d)21:12-2 : 1:85 c 128.HS . 171 
HDct F Tgi l 159. 263 DOE I Bres 

ro 1 70 Bres 
F 1 178 Bres 
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Experimental buildings - thermally 
integrated: 
Thermal mass buildings at the National Bureau 
of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD, USA (Building 
16 in foreground). 



7. C'.ATmEY 4 : EXPERIMmTAL BUILDD«;S 

The 60 experimental buildings in this category were all urx:>CCUpied and built 
entire! y for research p.rrposes. They have been divided into two groups and 
have been tabulated, within each group, in approximately the order of 
increasing canplexity. 

Group (a) Buildings in this group contain a number of zones which are 
essentially thermally isolated (Fig 5, Table 8). As in test cells, each 
individual zone may provide data suitable for rocxiel validation. There are 
nineteen zones within the seven buildings in this group. 

Group (b) The buildings in this group are thermally integrated units 
and. cover a wide range of canplexi ties (Fig 6, Table 9) . Except for the 
REPEAT facility in Fbrt COllins, COlorado, all the buildings are essentially 
single storey (although sane have attics and basements, etc.). 

A number of the facilities have been designed in such a way that their 
interiors can be reconfigured in order to increase the range of experiments 
which can be performed. such buildings include the REPEAT facility, the 
Passive Solar Test Facility at the NBS, the roans at the National Research 
council of Canada (NRCC) and, rrore recently, a building built at the Centre 
Experimental du Batiment et des Travau Publics near Paris. 

Since all the experimental buildings have been built specifically for 
experimental purposes, undesirable thermal mechanisms have been largely 
suppressed, as in the test cells. The buildings do :txJwever display a much 
wider range in geanetrical configurations, construction types and 
temperature control strategies than test cells. The features embraced by 
the structures include earth bermed walls, clerestory windows, attached sun 
spaces and rock bin thermal storage. Structures with intenni ttent heating 
and cooling strategies are also included. The majority are of similar size 
to inhabited buildings and therefore the relative magnitudes of the heat 
flow paths are realistic. 

Virtually all the data fran the experimental buildings have been collected 
since 1980 with the primary aim of evaluating various energy saving 
techniques. This use is exemplified by the NBS thermal mass buildings and 
the work at the New Mexico Research and Developnent Institute, the 
University of Alberta and the Solar Energy Analysis Laboratory. At each of 
these sites groups of five to eight buildings with differing wall 
construction or collector type were used to corrluct side-by-side carparisons 
of energy use. A variety of heating and/or cooling strategies have also 
been tested in each of the buildings at the NBS and University of Alberta 
sites, so numerous acceptable data sets have been generated (Table 9). 

Although rrodel validation was oot the primary reason that rrost of the 
experimental buildings were rronitored, data fran all but five of the 
rroni toring institutions have been used for this puipOSe. Site handbooks, 
which are supp:>sed to describe the building and instrumentation in 
sufficient detail that a third party can use the data to validate thermal 
nod.els, have been obtained by Leicester Polytechnic for three of the 
buildings: the NBS Passive Solar Test Facility and the Validation Test 
House and Validation Test Cell at the SERI. Of all the acceptable data sets 
revealed by the literature search, these are the only ones for which such 
handbooks appear to be available. The SERI buildings are also unique in 
that they were rronitored specifically to generate data for validating 
dynamic thermal rocxiels. The Validation Test Cell was extrenely heavily 
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General lnfonnation Bulldln• Deaorlptlon 
--
Honltorln1 Institution Code Bu1 ld1n1 Feature a No . 
(Location of Buildln•l and " ... ot 
Test Facility Na•e Teat Roo•a 

Waseda University 1. Scale Hodels DH CW la 
(Japan) ~--

"CLC'il~-

liaininilton-st:at:e lJiiTY . R06neitc;ea ref; -- m:;- w -- ·- · 2 - ·- · 
1r':!l !'!'.!.!!.J. WA/ '' 111u11d1nps __ DL 
Solar Enersv Research :,Ja- Valldat on Test" OL -z-
Institute ~ Cell 
(Golden, CO) c 

11 - fill7DL--,.._ 

rt-
s· a Yal1dat1of1 Test DH/DL tac 

'l)" Houae 
lrew Hul c o EnersY lies . I •z 11ao1>e 1u · OR70R l 
and Dev. Inst. -f.---- • ;!_ _l'U!Ol>•s .H Ult 
(Tusuque Pueblo, NH) i! Adobe 24 ·· OH/DH 
SW Thermal Haas Study 10• •s Adobe 10-·-"-----

11• is 1.o. 
•r- •!! .unlna . ~one . i -,.-- i7 - Ina. wood Fr . OLtDL r..--- • 1 Adobe 10 ·· 011/un 

National Bureau ~ 15" d- h I . Ins . "ooa r r . DL I a 
Standards HP 2 :-ORI iii :-goonr:-
(Galt.hersbur1, HDI 1'1' r.-conc . Ins . Out . Dfl 
Thermal Haas Bulldlnss £8' i":"Conc . Onf~ 

18' s. Loa 
20' 6 . Cone . Ins . In . 

Solar Eneray Analyaia 21' Conventional DL 2 
laboratory <!2' Hia!!.J!!~s .DH 
(San D1e110, CA) 23- .--- Roof Pond DL RP 
5[A-LAB or PALA 24i-- CJerestory DH CW -
Passive Solar Project 2~ Greenliouse DH ASLR.." 3 

2~ Dtreci:Gaiii DH RS '-r-u.-- frombo Wu l fU1fV11!S 
-- ----- u,:. _ !!'.lll.L!tl.l l D VII 
University of Alberta 29' a-e f 2 Stdd , Pre '75 D.L lab 
(Ed11onton, Canada) 30•. t3 Conao..Va~ 61: 
Heating Research b O•uL HI 
Fec:l 11 ty c-e DH HI w a •• r-asslve SoLar DL 

I§:_ 0/DL NI 
c- e DL HI 

32 e fl Hasonry DH 

''' e 
•5 Stdd . Poat '7:> DL 

National Research 34' Direct Gain DL Jab 
Council of Canada 
(Ottawa, Canada) 35 1 Sun Space DL AS tab 
Pass. Sol . Test Fae. 
Los Alamos Nat.tonal 36 r{- Cell J :]AS 2 
Laboratory 
(Loa Al .. oa, NH) 37' • Cell t DH AS 

~ IWl 
TI• Cella 3 • 4 IDH A!lrwll/NI J 
311' Cells 7 • G DH AS 

~oJoraao :>tate 11n1v. tu ,.....,...,., lac 1Ut.y 1111 AB L"ll Ell 3 
(Fort Collins, CO) 

Univ . or Sheffield 41' ""~"' DL AS tu WW 4 
(Shettleld, UK) RS 

'Acceptable Data §ets which pass Phase I but tall Phase 3 criteria . 
'Useful Data Seta which paaa Phase 3 but tall Phasa t criteria. 
'Hl&h quality Data Sets which pass Phase 4 criteria. 
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HFct t 
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Cct F 
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HBct VHct 
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TABLE 9 Experimental buildings thermally intep,rated 

-- --") ---. 

Honitorln• 
Reterenca/6ubJeot 

Teat Bldn11 . !nvir . Data 
Period Hodh 

16-17:12 : 83 Ta Ta I D? 134 Hod 

1-6: 17 I Ta,- 1al !Ta IU J:>~ ~1 

Ta 127 Bres 
83> Ad Ta110 IT a ID 159 06 

Twl lhnva 51 Dea 
Eh Wsd i'§~:'ml row Opahls 
l 

20 - 26:4:82 Ac 69,109 DOE 69 158 SE.RI BLAST! 9. ~02~ 
26 : 2 - lt:3:83 c 231 DOK.BLAST,S!U I 159 Db . 5 DES 54 Dert 
12:81-12:82 Ta•ol Ta D zl11 lies 
1 :81-6:8, l:h Ihnv 2t0,241,2t2 Brea 

ro Wad 243 DEROB 
Ad Op8hl 2t5 DOE 
Oh 

Z41 llLAl!!. I 45 BLAST,DEROB.DOE 
244 D["'-1111'" I 

a4 : t - 11 : 4 : 82 Ta Ta 0 122 Breaj at-118 Brea 
bl2 : 4- 2 : 5 : 82 th lhv 213 TARP 

· es : 1-21 : 9 : a1 Ad llsd 
Ja.:ll.:.Lll._ fo Oh• 9 Cl 
.. 1~:9 - 3 : 10_~ Ohi 121 Bres 
r211 :1- u : 11 : u c 
JI.!~.: !!::!!.:..!!.:.!!L 
h?•: 1-l> : 5 : 83 123 Bres 

81> Ta11 Ta '0- Z02 Cl 
lhnv 172 Des 
Wad 103 Dre• 

all: 7Y.-4: 80 Eh Ta D •II Des 

I bll: 80-4; 81 Ta Fo Ta 234 Hod 

• c11:8J-3:82 Ade Ihdv 235 Hod 

d8:82-5:83 I Ith llad 011 238 Hod 

elO:R'.'1-!;:A• Ith AD 237- 239 Saod 37 BLAST I 
ll: 10:82- Ta Ad Ta D g Cl I 1:5:83 lhv Ihnva 86 Brea 

Ta•ol !fad 197 Dea• 
l"hv Ad 

ll; 78-3 : 80 T•so1 Ta D 70 Bres 187 Hod 
1-3:111!: lh Ihva 1118 111z 11rea 
u : n-3:80 !fad '70 Brea j87 Hod 
1-3:82 Od 186 162 ree 
12:80-3:81 ... , S[KI I 

99 Bres 
6:83> Tasow1 Ta Wad D 158 Db g Cl 16~ Dee 

ro Ap/o Ivhd 132,232 Brae 
Ith IOh Ohro 131,192 S11od 

9:78> Ta Ith ITa lh u lis S•od 

--- - ---~--------- - -- - -~·- -



FIG 7 
Residences - conventional: 
Gardener's Cottage at the Cement and Concrete 
Association, Slough, UK (Residence 30) 



---

General Information Building Description 

Monitoring Institution Code Residence Name Type !Plan Feat . Occ. 
(Location of Residence) & Sto !Area 

-reys (m2) 

Elec. Counc. Res. Centre 1 2 House no .. ~ S2ab 42 IDL/DH u 
(Chester, England) 2· 2 House no . 12 

3 2 House no. 16 
4 2 House no . 10 DH 
5 2 House no. 14 
6 2 Ho use no. 1 e 

Ohio State Univ . 7 1 KTSC D2abc 110 DL 0 F 
(Columbus, OH) 8 1 CTSE M 
Nat. Bureau of Standards 9-10 1 !:louse l and 2 Dla 136 DL Sp F 
(Houston, TX) 11 1 House 3 
Univ. of Strathclyde 12 1 House no. 73 n·,ic- -52 !Jli (J 

(Livingstone, Scotland) 13 1 House no. 74 0 F 
Owens Corning Fibreglas 14-23 1 Mobile Homes Dlac 98 DL u 
(Little Rock, AK) 
Australian Housing 24 2 Melbourne IDla 65 DL u 
Research Council 25 2 Townsville Dla 70 
(Various - see name) 26 2 Rockhamnton Dlac eo ,_._ 

27 2 Brisbane Dlac 93 s 
28 2 Loni!'. reach s1a c 49 'SF 
29 2 Canberra Dlac 106 D 

Cement & Concrete Assoc . 30 2 Gardener's D2a 27 OH u 
(Slough, England) Cottage 
Swiss Fed. Lab. for 31 1 P roject D~75 DL EB u 
Mat. Test. and Res. Maugwil J 
!Mau•rnil. Switzerland) 
Open University 32-38 1 Houses 33-36: 102a 55 DH 0 F 
(Milton Keynes, England) & 38-40 

39 2 House 37 u 
·- ·--Univ. of Illinois 40 1 Lo-Cal Hou se Dlac 172 DL 0 F 

(Champaign, IL) 400 1 
41 2 Lo-Cal House '19'21 u 

400 3 
Building Research 42-43 1 No.2-~No. 4 · S2a 56 DH Spa 
Establishment 44-45 1 No . 9S & No. 97 ~ 
(Oxfordshire, England) 46-47 1 No . 99 f, No.101 i 
! Cambs., England) 48-49 1 No . 89 &. N°:i , 91 T~:a 

1 Acceptable Data Sets which pass Phase 1 but fail Phase j criteria 
2 Useful Data Sets which pass Phase~ but fail Phase 4 criteria . 

TABLE 10 Residences - conventional 

----. --. 
~ 

Monitoring 
Referenc.e/Subject 

Plant & Period No. Building Environ. Data 
Schedule Sen- Media 

so rs 

HRT/HFtt 74> 170 Tawoi Eh Taw Ih T/C 180 lJes 
HO Adp Oi Wsd Owe 95.224 Bres 
HD 110 Mod 

HP/HE/HFt 
HFt 
HBct F 28:1-4:2:75 35 Ta Ehc Ta Idh D? 74 Hod ii 25 Ci 11 Ci 
HDct F 2-31:12:79 30 Oh Ac Odwg Wsd L~~160 Des 
CEt/VMt 7-10:77 ? Tao Fo Ee Ta Ih T 200 Db 25 Ci 155 Bres ~ 

Oh Ac Oh Wsd 77 NBSLD, DOE, BLAST I 
r 15-27:6:78 24 Tao Ad Ta c 32ESP 
HD 
HP ct 1:5:77- 20 Ta Ebe Ap Ta Ihd T 25 Ci 
CPct 15:3:78 72 Bres 
Hp F i-2 2 :11:78 - 60 Taw Fo Ad Taw Ihd T ~: .:. •.. 

F 31 : 3- 4 : 4 :TI Ws Og 
13-17:4:79 
1-13:12:78 

,____ ·--
' 5-18:1:79 

HEo F 8-2-4-9:79 
HFpt F 2:80-4:81 300 Tao Fo Ad Tas Og D 228 Bres 

Eh 145 Smod 
HRct 13:10:80- 60 Ta Adp Ta Ihd D 143 Bres 

16:4:81 Ohi C Ogh Wsd 144 DOE 

HRpt F 81-82 30 Tao Eh W Ta Ivhd iD 150 Bres 
82-83 Fo Ao Wsd Oh I 

HFct F Ta Eh Fo I A ode 
HDt Ct 3-81> 100+ Tao Ehc Ta Ihd JD R Ci 159 Db 228,221 De~ 

Od Fo Ac Wsd Odgp I 
HF ct 31 : 1 - 6:2:82 I 109 .llOE I 
F 1 2:9<~:9:82 .__ l 159 DOE 24ti BLAS'J I 
Tmct ~ -· i 1e-e1--· ·-- 20 Adl- Tg Ta Iv ,n 60' (; 1 breo 

j S2-8~1 I Eh Wsd I 59 Des 

I 
_J Ap I 



I1DI1itored and six experiments were canpleted in which additional heat flow 
mechanisms were gradually introduced. 

It appears that experimental buildings, along with test cells, will produce 
the rrost valuable data for nodel validation. 

8. CATEDm 5 : R!SmmcD 

These are single family dwellings which, even if used for experimental 
purposes, have oot been substantially altered. They are typical of 
buildings which thenna.l nodels may be called upon to simulate when they are 
used in practice. In addition to the 73 residences listed individually, 
this categ:>ry also includes ab:>ut 313 residences which can be evaluated on 
the basis of their camon group characteristics (Section 3). This category 
therefore contains rrore structures than any of the others. 

The residences can be further divided into two sub-categories: 

Group (a) Conventional residences which differ little in appearance 
fran traditional houses of the area (Fig 7, Table 10). 

Group (b) Passive and hybrid solar residences which are i.noovative and 
incorporate overt passive (and hybrid) solar features (Fig 8, Table 11). 

The majority of the houses are in the USA and all of them are detached. 
Exceptions include four terraced houses rronitored by the University of 
Strathclyde in Scotland and six semi-detached houses in England rronitored by 
the Electricity Council Research centre. These six were rroni tored in the 
early 1970s in sane of the earliest I1DI1itoring and validating work revealed 
by the literature search. 

In addition to occupied and unoccupied residences, a number had simulated 
occupants. The rrovements of people, and the heat they emit, was usually 
simulated by pericrlically switching heat sources, such as light bulbs, on 
and off. Pulleys, valves, switches and fans were linked to a central timer 
to establish schedules of blind and curtain opening and closing, mt water 
run off, appliance usage, and door opening and closing. This approach was 
exemplified in the houses being rronitored by the BRE and has the advantage 
of introducing an element of realism whilst eradicating the wild and randan 
influences of real people. This approach is particularly useful when the 
data is to be used for validating thenna.l nodels. 

Residences in l:x:>th groups were rronitored primarily to detennine their basic 
energy usage. Alternatively, various energy saving schemes were assessed. 
In me oonventional oouses (group a) t:hese UX>k tile fonn of either 
rrodif ications to the building fabric or changes to the node of heating or 
cooling. The schemes examined in the passive solar and hybrid residences 
(group b) were frequently rrore exotic and included: attached Slm.Spaces, 
rock stores, tuh.llar water walls, Tranbe walls, convective loops, clerestory 
windows and earth berns. InI'X)Vative passive solar cooling techniques have 
also been investigated, for exanple at the University of Arizona and New 
Mexico State University (Table 11). 

Data fran the majority of the residences has been corrpared with the 
predictions of thenna.l rrodels, l'x::Jwever, only three of the residences were 
rronitored specifically for this purpose. These were the two residences 
rronitored by the Ohio State University and the Gardener's Cottage IIDilitored 
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FIG 8 
Residences - passive solar and hybrid: 
Balcomb Residence in First Village near 
Santa Fe, NM, USA (Residence 20) 



General Information Building Description 

I 
Monitoring Institution Code Residence Type Plan Feat . Occ . Plant 

(Location of Name and Area and 
Residence) Storeys (Ill 2) Schedule 

Los Alamos Scientific 12 Control DH 
Laboratory 2i ';"rornbe Wall Ola 54 TV u F 
(Albuquerque, NH J 3' llirect-~a i n DH 

41 C. ree nhouse AS EB 
Technical University 5 ' !louse A Ola 125 HC 
of Denmark 6 ' .. ~ .... A B Dl,.,.. 140 DL HR 
(Hjortekoer, Denmark) 7 ' House C 121 Spa HB 

B' !louse D Dla 139 DH - HD RS 
9 1 !louse E 130 DL RS 
10 1 House F D2b BB DH HB 

various 11 ilarren Dlabc 107 DL AS 0 F F HOp 
<Concord NHl Hurns House CL EB 
Brookhaven Nat. Lab . 12 1 I:kose & D3a 94 AS CL ? HF ct 
<Hiddletown Ril House EB 
Los Alamos Sci . Lab. 13 1 ~'illiamson Dl 120 DH CW 0 F HOp F 
(Santa Fe. NH) House F? 
Tennessee Valley Auth . 14 1 flesign No . 2 D2a 94 TU AS U HP ct 
!Union City TNJ EB 
Brookhaven Nat . Lab. 15 1 Hrookhaven D2ab 186 DH TU U Oct F 
(Upton, NY) [ouse AS 
Earth Integral Inc . 16 1 ~.uncatcher Dl 14!1 DL WW 0 F F 
(Davis, CAJ rouse CW NI 
Ecole Polytechnique DH EB 0 F 
Federale de Lausanne 17 1 f;egnins D3 ? NI HO HD 
( Be11nins Switz.ez:lan.d) 
University of Delaware 18 2 ~-olar One Dlab 121 DL AS U HDct F 
(Newark, DEJ 
New Hexico St. Univ . 19' ~-kytherm Dl ? DH NI U/0 F F/VPp/CEp 
(Las Cruces, NH) RP 
Univ. of Texas, f :alcomb AS EB 0 F 
Austin 20 1 Fesidence D2 23·) RS HBct F 
(Santa Fe NHJ 
Los Alamos Sci. Lab . 21' Eruce Hunn D2 2 H DH TV 0 F HDpt F 
(Los Alamos, NHJ f;esidence 
Univ. of Ariz.ona zz• l:tructure l Dl DH AS CEP f 
(Tucson, AZ) 23 2 :=tructure 2 D2b ? DH DL U/0 F Cct F 7 

DL RS 
24 1 

~tructure 3 Dlac TV Cpt F 
w cw 

'Acceptable Data Sets which pass Phase 1 but fail Phase 3 criteria . 
2 Useful Data Se~s which pass Phase 3 but fail Ph~se 4 ~riteria 

Table 11 Residences - passive and hybrid solar 

Honitoring 
Reference/ 
Subject 

Period No. Building Knvlron. Data 
Sen- Hedi a 
so rs 

202,153 Ci 
2-8 : 2:78 40 Taoi Tag CID 181 Des 

140 Bres 
23-26:12:77 Tagi BL Mod lBB Cil 

16-21 : B: 79 50 Ta Eh Ta Ws Oh D 146,147Des 
15-20 : 11:79 Ovh Adp Iv 14B,149 Bre 

17 20:12: 7 9 40 Tago Ta I D 137 Srnod 

17-30:1:80 • 30 Tai I Ad Ta I Ohg D 9 Ci 
Oh 138 Bres 

26:12-1:1:79 40 Tgoi Ta Ih D? 35,43 DEROB 
1B-22:l:BO 101 DOE 2, Pt> 
29:2-3:3:BO 60 Tai Fo Taw Ihv D 136 Hres 
20:3-23:3:BO Oh Wad 
9:80> 72 Taio Eh Ta lh D 135 Des 

Oh Wsd Oh 139 Bres 
5:79-6:Bl 30 Tagwo I Ta Ws Og T 22 Des 209 Ci 

93,142 Mod 
Ta Eh Tag Ihv 22!" Des 

? 65 Ofw Wad Ohv D 

11:77-2:78 ? Ta Eh Ta Iv C? 157 Bres 

81 - 82 91 Tai Fo Ta I Ws D 159 Db 
Oh 164 Bres 

22 DB 9.153 Ci - ' 

11-14: 2: 7B 36 Taoi Ta Ih Wd D 166 Des 1B8 Ci 
35 233 Dl<R1'1i:> 

27:12-2.1.79 440 Taoi Ta Ih P? 22 Db 9. 153 Ci 
Wsd 35 41 DEROB 

Tawgoi Taw lhvd 41 Db 
8 2> ? Ov Apd Wsd Og D 9 Ci 

I EC 168 Bres 
223 Des 
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criteria, although many had been gathered for validation purposes. 
M:mitoring experiments need to be carefully conceived and executed if the 
data is to be of value for validating dynamic thermal m:::rlels. 

5. The limitations imposed on experimental designs by the 
requirements for validating dynamic thermal roodels are, in general, far nore 
stringent than those i.rrp:>sed by any other nonitoring objectives. Therefore, 
if data sets are to be used for m:::rlel validation the constraints i.rrp:>sed by 
this objective should be given the highest priority. Any other approach is 
likely to produce data which will mt fulfil this objective. 

6. Data fran only eight sites appeared to be of sufficiently high 
quality to enable an accurate evaluation of the predictive ability of all 
three rrodels being used by the SERC/BRE validation group, namely, ESP, 
SERIRES and HTB2. Data fran the Polytechnic of Central I.Dndon Test Cells, 
the US National Bureau of Standards Passive SOlar Test Facility, and the 
Energy :t-Dnitoring caipany Roans are valuable as the basis for developing 
tools for empirical validation. 

7. There are very few well documented high quality data sets suitable 
for validating dynamic thermal m:::rlels. In particular, there appear to be no 
such data fran multi-zoned structures located in Western Europe. 
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FIG 9 
Commercial buildings: 
Collins Publishers Building in Glasgow, 
Scotland, UK (Building 4) 



by the UK Cerent and Concrete Association, which was used to evaluate a 
ground conduction nod.el. The Passive Ccoling Facility nonitored by the 
University of Ariz.ona and the University of Illoois r..o-cal oouse are, 
l'XMever, part of the US OOE Class A rronitoring project (Table 1) which has, 
as one of its priorities, the generation of data for nod.el validation. 

Residences have a number of inherent disadvantages for detailed nod.el 
validation. Firstly, they are highly likely to incorp::>rate o::rrplex heat 
flow mechanisms such as infiltration, advection, thenna.l bridging and ground 
coupling, which frequently remain ill-defined by the level of rronitoring 
adopted by the researchers. Secondly, many of them contain interior 
features, such as stair wells, ba.throan and kitchen fittings, in-built 
partitions and other furnishings, which existing nod.els cannot deal with 
explicitly. Thirdly, the heating systems which are frequently used ( eg. 
danestic oot water radiators, ducted air systans, gas or solid fuel fires, 
etc.) cannot be nodelled explicitly by rrost load calculating programs. 
Finally, occupants could introduce a further source of significant but 
unquantifiable, external error. 

9. c.ATmEr 6 : CXHtmCIAL BlJill)IK;s 

Seven carrnercial buildings have been tabulated. They are all multi-z.oned. 
and occupied. and contain cmplex HVAC systans. They vary in size fran a 
single storey US Anny dental clinic to a seven storey office block. A 
further 55 ccmnercial buildings were revealed. by the ~iterature search but 
not tabulated because they can be evaluated as a group ba.sed. on their camon 
characteristics (Section 3). 

Data fran all seven individually tabulated buildings have been used. to 
validate dynamic thenna.l nod.els. In rrost of these studies, the validation 
was conducted by the institution which conducted the noni taring. 1-bwever, 
the largest studies, involving many different node ls, were conducted by the 
International Energy Agency. The Annex 1 work in 1973, in which the South 
Wales Electricity Board rroni tored the Avonbank building, represents one of 
the earliest empirical validation exercises. 1-bre recently, in Annex IV, 
the Collins Building (Fig 9} was nonitored by the University of Glasgow and 
the dat.ct t:Oapared with predictior-.s manP b'i ten n00°llers. This wo_s probably 
the rrost adventurous, and the nost expensive, validation exercise ever 
undertaken. 

Numerous difficulties were encountered in all these validation exercises. 
This was because carrnercial buildings tend to be daninated by internal 
gains, due to occupants, lights and other heat sources and these ill-defined. 
heat sources cannot be described in sufficient detail by the currently 
available thenna.l nodels. The heating, ventilating and, in sare case, air 
condition.Luy :.;y::.~1.s, also posad severe m:rl~lling difficulties for tl"il? lonc'J 
calculating node ls. camiercial buildings are also structural! y very 
cmplex, inco:qorating all the gecmetrical and constructional uncertainties 
of residences. In the Annex IV study, these problans were such that one 
participant concluded: "The measurerren.ts and cxitp.ltation results sl'x>uld be 
used neither for 'validating' the existing rrodels, oor for establishing any 
classification of their re$pe!Ctive performance" 3 l. 

10. PHASE 3 : IDDfl'IFYING USEFUL Mm SETS 

10.1 Selection Criteria 



,--
~ 

General Information Building Description 

Monitoring Institution Code Building Storeys Plan Area Occ . 
(Location of Building) Name Cm 2) 

Glazed 
Area (%) 

Los Alamos Scientific 11 Dove 1? 700 0 F 
Laboratory Publications 
(Pecos, NM) Building ? 

National Bureau of 21 Norris Cotton 7b 1600 0 F 
Standards Federal 
(Manchester, NH) Building 6 

South Wales 31 Avon bank 3b 1538 0 F 
Electricity Board Office 
(Bristol, UK) Building 12 

University of . 41 Collins 4b 4000 0 F 
Glasgow Publishers 
(Glasgow, UK) 90 

US Army Construction 51 Dental Clinic 1 872 0 F 
Engineering Research 
Laboratory 9 
(Fort Hood, TXJ 
(Fort Carson, CO) 61 Battalion HQ lb 1757 0 F 

and 
Classroom 11 

Univ. of Naples 71 Appartment 7b 107 0 F 
(Naples, Italy) Block 

13 

1 Acceptable Data Sets which pass Phase 1 but fail Phase 3 criteria . 

TABLE 12 Commercial Buildings 

---, --i 

Monitoring 

Period Bldg . Environ. Data Reference/ 
Hedi a Subject 

10-15:2:80 Ta ? ? 101 DOE 

9:79-9:80 Ta Ta D? 185 Bres 
Eh 62-63 Mod 
Fo 173 Smod 

6-19:1:73 Tagio Ta D y~~'D:fDfaf _L: 6 ... _..... " 
14-27:7:73 Ehc 

23-31:7:82 Tao Ta D RMIP*S-miJtl 
12-18:9 : 82 Eh 

1 : 6-6:7:78 Ta Ta D 11 Ci 
Eh I 44 BLAST 
Oh Wsd 

Odp 
1 :8 -6 : 9:78 

12-17:2:81 Ta Ta D 66 Mod 
Ih 
Ws 



The purp:>se of the criteria derived in this phase was to identify data sets 
which appeared to have deficiencies rerrlering them unsuitable for validating 
any dynamic thermal nod.el. (The criteria were not therefore specific to any 
particular dynamic thermal nod.el or group of such nod.els. ) The data sets 
~ich pass these criteria were tenned 'Useful Data Sets' . 

Clearly, it was impossible to \VOrk with each data set and the ccrnplete range 
of dynamic thermal nod.els currently available in order to determine exactly 
what the consequences of the errors in each data set \VOUld be. An 
alternative, and feasible, approach was to exploit the experiences of others 
who have attenpted to use nonitored data to validate thermal nodels. 

In the course of ccrnpiling the information about acceptable data sets, the 
details of over 130 exercises involving carparisons between measured data 
and values predicted by thermal nod.els, of vacying ccrnplexi ty, "Were 
examined. In the vast majority of these exercises, a small number of 
factors were repeatedly highlighted as sources of major uncertainty. cne or 
nore of these external errors posed problems irrespective of the nodel being 
used and the type of structure fran which the data had been collected. They 
were: 

(a) missing tenperature, wind, and/or solar radiation data during the 
period for which the ~isons "Were made3 2 , 3 3 , 3 4 , 3 5 , 3 6 , 3 1 ; 

(b) the inability to separate out the direct and diffuse canponents of the 
solar radiation38 · 39 · 40 ; 

(c) the inability to accurately nod.el the influences of real 
occupants3 5 '4 1' 42 ' 4 3' 4 4; 

(d) the use of data fran a building containing features which were beyond 
the explicit nodelling capabilities of the particular program(s) being 
used34,3s,41,42. 

(e) Difficulty in rrod.elling central plant and distribution systeJS and in 
measuring the anount of energy input to, or extracted fran, the individual 
zones of the buildirig3 2, 2 4, 4 2, 4 5; arrl 

(f) missing air infiltration and/or advection 
measurements3 3 , 3 4 , 3 a , 4 o , 4 i , 4 4 , 4 6 , 4 1 , 4 a. 

References are given here to a few validation exercises in which these 
external errors are stated to have caused major problems. The reasons for 
the problems and the level of uncertainty introduced has been discussed 
elsewhere5 • 

To be of value in validating any dynamic thermal nod.el, it seems clear that 
data sets containing the above sources of external error sl'x>uld be avoided. 
Therefore, the following criteria "Were developed to screen out such data 
sets. 

Criterion 1: All three major elements of the "Weather, namely air 
tenperature, wind speed and the direct and diffuse canponents of solar 
radiation, nrust be measured at the site of the building and be available for 
the whole carparison period. 

Criterion 2: The structure nrust be llIXXDlpied, it nrust not contain 
passive solar features which cannot be explicitly nodelled and each zone in 
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Phase Criterion Relevant Table Location Codes Necessary Codes Causing 
Number Number to Pass Failure of 

Section Column Criterionl Criterionl 

3 1 Monitoring Environment Ta and Ws and All other 
lg and In or code 
Id combinations 

2a Building Occupancy All others 0 and/or F 
Description 

2b Features All others CL or RP or 
WW or EB 

2c Plant and All others HD or HO or 
Schedules HP or HR or 

CE 

3 Monitoring Building A -

4 la Building Features Any others PCM or TV or 
Description TU or RS 

Plant and Any others C or CE 
Schedules 

2 General Location of Any others Japan or 
Information Building Australia 

Monitoring Data Media Any others C or P or T 

3 Reference / j - Smod or Mod or I Any other 
Subject 

1 
BLAST or DEROB 

1 

codes 

I 
or DOE or ESP or 

1
1 NBSLD or SUNCAT I 

or SUNCODE or 
1 I SERIRES or TARP I 

1 Extra subscripts to codes listed do not influence pass or 
failure criteria. 

TABLE 1 ~~ Tabulated code=; relevant. t<:• assessment against each criterion 

-; ~ -, 



the building must have independent heating and/or cooling plant and 
oontrols. 

Criterion 3: Measured infiltration and, where appropriate, inter-zonal 
air flow rates, must be available for the whole canparison period. 

It was relatively easy to apply criteria 1 and 3, l'x:lwever, care had to be 
exercised when applying criterion 2, particularly when trying to decide 
whether certain passive solar features or heating systans oould, or oould 
not, be nodelled explicitly by any dynamic thennal nod.el. 

In this phase, buildings were deemed to fail criterion 2 if they were earth 
benned or oontained either a oonvective loop system, evap:>rative roof ponds 
or tubular water walls. None of these features can be rrodelled by any of 
the well -known simulation programs. 

Other buildings, such as those with Tranbe walls or direct gain systems, can 
be nodelled by at least sane programs, such as SER.IRES. 

To assess heating systems by criterion 2, it is :inp:>rtant to note that roost 
building load calculation nod.els predict, on a zone-by-zone basis, the 
energy input to, or extracted fran, each zone, for particular thernostat set 
points and on/off strategies. To evaluate such predictions, roonitored 
energy use data must be available on the same zone-by-zone basis. This can 
be achieved relatively easily when electrical ceiling heaters, base-lx>ard 
heaters, or a fan plus heating or cooling ooils are used. It is much roore 
difficult to gather such data for danestic hot air systems, heat pumps, open 
fires, hot water radiator systems, evap:>rative roof cooling sprays or large 
HVAC systems. With such systems it may even be difficult to detennine the 
gross energy use of the central plant, particularly where the primary fuel 
is not electricity and where, as in many danestic hot water systems, the 
energy for space heating and hot water systans is supplied by the same 
central boiler. Buildings with such systems were therefore deemed to fail 
criterion 2. 

Steps are being taken to integrate air flow algorithms into dynamic thennal 
nod.els, however, it is difficult to generate an algorithm which is accurate 
and versatile and yet is also sufficiently canpact to nestle within the 
framework of the existing thennal roodels. Until this problem is fully 
resolved measured ventilation rates will be needed to ensure accurate nod.el 
predictions. criterion 3 seeks to eliminate data sets which are deficient in 
this regard. 

10.2 Results of ApplyiDJ the Criteria 

The three criteria were applied successively to all the structures listed in 
Tables 4 to 12 by searching for the appropriate oodes which indicate either 
a pass or a fail by each criterion (Table 13). An indication is given in 
Tables 4 to 12 of the result of this assessment. 

care was exercised, particularly when applying criteria 1 and 3, because a 
missing code oould mean either that the parameter had oot been measured, 
that no details were available in the source references or, in the case of 
criterion 3, that the structure was well sealed and thus infiltration 
measurements were irrelevant. At this stage, only those data sets which 
definitely failed one of the criteria were rejected. 

The criteria were also applied to the 368 data sets which were not tabulated 
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Number of Data Sets Passing Criteria 
Structural Category and 

Description Phase 1 Phase 3 Phase 4 
Acceptable Useful High Quall ty 
Data Sets Data Sets Data Sets 

Test Cells - Los Alamos Type 48 16 9 
- Custom-Vesigned 22 10 5 

Experimental Rooms 14 ., 0 

Indoor Structures 1 5 0 

Experimental Buildings 
- Zoned 1 19 17 9 
- Thermally Integrated 41 25 4 

Residenc~s - Conventional 49 15 0 
Passive Solar & Hybrid 24 5 0 

- Various Groups 2 313 33 0 

Commerciill Hui ld i ng:; 
- Individually Assessed 1 0 0 
- Various Groups 2 55 0 0 

Totals 599 133 27 

1 Each structure may contain two or more thermally isolated zones; entry is total 
number of zones. 

2 Additional data sets, from data bases and compilations, which were evaluated as 
a group. 

TABLE 14 Number of structures remaining after each phase of the evaluation process 
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individually (Section 3). Except for 20 residences listed in the IEA Task 
VIII report and 13 listed by Jones and Associates (Table 2), all these data 
sets failed one or roore of the criteria. In total, of the 589 individual 
strnctures evaluated only 123 were oot rejected; the mnnbers remaining in 
each strnctural category are given in Table 14. Data sets fran Residences 
and Ccmnercial Buildings suffered a higher than average rejection rate; in 
fact, oone of the Ccmnercial Buildings passed all the criteria. 

The literature search was extremely rigorous, arrl care was taken to try arrl 
avoid bias towards strnctures of a particular type or f ran a particular part 
of the world. It is reasonable to assume therefore, that the data sets 
examined are representative of all those which have been gathered. It may 
be ooncluded, therefore, that of all the data sets which appear to be 
acceptable for validating dynamic thermal load calculation nndels, only 
al:x:>ut 20% would, due to the existence of external errors, be of value for 
this purpose. This is disturl:>ing, since many of the data sets which did oot 
pass the criteria were gathered fran ex:perimants in which a major objective 
was to generate data suitable for nndel validation. 

The main reason for the high failure rate stems fran a conflict between 
objectives of ex:perimants where data was gathered for roore than one purpose; 
there were many ex:perimants of this type. It is clear that the limitations 
imposed by validation on the geaietry, constrnction and operation of the 
building arrl on the number, type and location of the sensors (and hence on 
the data acquisition and storage system) are, in general, far roore stringent 
than those irrposed by other objectives, eg. wilding or carpment, energy 
use, energy saving, or thermal CXJnfort assessment. Therefore, if data sets 
are to be used for model validation, the ex:perimantal constraints inp::>sed by 
this objective should be given the highest priority. Any other approach is 
highly likely to produce data which will fail to fulfil this aim. 

11. PHASE 4 : IDDfl'IFYIR; HICE (JJALIT'l IWrA SETS 

11.1 Selection Criteria 

In Phase 4, the aim was to select fran the useful data sets those which were 
roost appropriate as the basis for the validation tools. For these tools to 
be of greatest value, they should be usable with as many nndels as possible. 
The emphasis therefore shifted fran (in Phase 3) identifying data sets which 
oould be useful for validating any one of the many dynamic thermal nndels 
which exist, to identifying those which can be used to validate the widest 
possible range of models. The nndels used in the SERC/BRE research 
prograrrme were deliberately cix>serl to cover a wide range of nndelling 
capabilities and they are very demarrli.ng in their inp.J.t requirarents. 
Therefore, data sets which satisfy all three of these m:x:lels are likely to 
be of use for validating many other (simpler) nndels as well. 

Criteria were devised and applied to the data sets which passed the Phase 3 
criteria. Data sets which passed these new criteria, and were thus suitable 
as the basis for widely applicable validation tools, were termed "'High 
c.ua.1i ty Data Sets I , 
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The criteria were: 

Criterioo 1: The structures ITR.lSt not contain design features, or 
environmental control systems, which canl'X)t be rrodelled explicitly by ESP, 
HTB2 or SERIRES. 

Criterioo 2: The data rredium ITR.lSt be of a type which is readily 
usable, and close liaison with the rronitoring institution ITR.lSt be IX>SSible. 

Criterioo 3: Data fran sites which have never produced data for nod.el 
validation work or data which, due to external errors, has introduced 
uncertainty into previous validation work, ITR.lSt not be included. 

The only passive solar features which all the rrodels being used by the 
SERC/BRE group could nod.el explicitly were simple direct gain and sun-space 
systems with their associated interior thennal storage, clerestory windows, 
night insulation shutters and blinds. These can also be rrodelled by many 
other programs49 • 50051 • Features which could not be m::rlelled explicitly by 
a large number of programs, including ESP and HTB2, are Tranbe walls, 
phase-change materials or rock thennal storage systems. Data sets 
containing these features fail Criterion 1. 

Systems which mechanically cool the interior of zones could not be m:xielled 
by HTB2, so data sets which contain such systems also failed Criterion 1. 
Furthernore, it would also be impossible for the three nod.els to simulate 
the cycled internal tenperature regime within the indoor structures 
mnitored by Manchester University Institute of Science and Technology 
{Table 7). -

Criterion 2 addresses the practical problems associated with acquiring the 
data, using it, and liaising with the rronitoring institution to elecit any 
necessary support. Such support would alITOst certainly be necessary when 
using large anounts of canplex data. These considerations mitigate against 
use of data fran geographically rerote locations, and data on any rredia 
which cannot be fed easily into a canputer. 

Criterion 3 avoids the problem of unforeseen external errors which could 
exist in recently acquired and nntested data. Such errors could include 
improperly calibrated sensors, misplaced sensors, broken sensors, missing or 
incorrectly labelled data, and documentation which ches not describe the 
structure accurately or in sufficient detail for validation puIIX>SeS. This 
criterion also eliminates data sets which, in previous validation work, have 
been shown to contain significant sources of external error. 

11. 2 Results of Applying the Criteria 

Having applied the above criteria to the tabulated data sets, five data sets 
remained for which the infonnation available was insufficient to resolve 
whether or not they definitely passed the Phase 3 and Phase 4 criteria. (As 
explained above in Section 10.2 only data sets which definitely failed the 
Phase 3 criteria were rejected as that stage.) In this phase, these too 
were rejected. 

The remaining 33 Residences in eitller the IF.A re:p::>rt or the Jones and 
Associates canpilation (Section 10.2) were also rejected at this stage, as 
were Residences 39 and 41 (Table 10). All these appeared to be much too 
canplex for validation pui:p:>ses, particularly validation at the mechanism 
level. This perception was confinned by a visit to Residence 39, the I.o-Cal 



house. Altlnugh it had been nonitored at the highest level as part of the 
US-DOE Class A perfonnance evaluation progranme (Table 1), it contained 
numerous geanetrical and contructional c::aiplexities which existing a:mputer 
m::rlels could oot describe accurately. 

The Phase 4 criteria eliminated all the remaining structures except for test 
cells and experinental ruildings at just eight sites in Europe and North 
Amarica: 

* 2, R:>lytechnic of Central Iorrl:m Cells, Codes 37, 38 and 41 
(Table 4) 

* 7, Energy r-tmitoring Cooq:>any Roars, Codes 42 to 48 (Table 4) 

* 2, EMPA DubenOOrf Cells, COdes 14 and 15 (Table 5) 

* 1, F.cole R:>lytechnique Federal Cell, Code 16 (Table 5) 

* 2, University of Strathclyde Cells, COdes 21 and 22 (Table 5) 

* 2, National Bureau of Standards Cells, Codes 7B and 7C (Table 
8) 

* 7, National Research Council of canada Roans, Codes 3, 4 and 
5A (Table 8) 

* 1, Solar Energy Research Institute Cell, Code 5 (Table 9) 

* 1, Solar Energy Research Institute lbuse, Code 6 (Table 9) 

* 2, National Research Council of canada Buildings, Codes 34, 
35 (Table 9) 

These twenty seven structures were therefore deemed to have produced data 
sets which were of sufficiently high quality that they were suitable as the 
basis for widely applicable validation tools. These twenty seven structures 
represent just 4.5% of the total number examined (Table i4j, i'XJW'ever, 
because a number of different experinents have been corrlucted in sane of 
the structures, the data cover a reasonably wide range of weather 
conditions, m::rles of heating system operation and glazing areas and types. 

12. AVAILABILI'l.Y OP' MTA SETS PC& IO>EL VALIDM'IClf 

Since twenty four of the structures which provided high quality data were 
located on just three sites in .NOrth America and tnree sit.es in England, 
visits were made to glean further infonnation to assist in making a final 
accurate evaluation. This exercise could be viewed as a fifth Jiiase in the 
selection process. 

Unfortunately, these visits revealed that, due to time and fiscal limits, 
neither the data fran the SERI validation test house and the validation 
cell, oor data fran the NRCC passive solar test facility, could be made 
available for use within the SERC/BRE project. A similar problem existed 
with regard to the data fran the cell rronitored by the EPFL. 

Therefore, the data sets which are available as the basis for whole rrodel 
validation tools are fran: 
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(a) the 2 Polytechnic of Central IDndon test cells; 

(b) the 7 Energy M:mi toring carpany test cells; 

(c) the 2 Naticinal Bureau of Standards passive solar test cells 
(B and C) for periods b, c and d; and 

(d) the 2 PASSYS cells at the University of Strathclyde. 

synoptic details about these buildings, the nonitoring undertaken and the 
uses which have been made of the data are given in Table 15. It can be seen 
that data f ran all of them has been used as the benchmark against which 
nodel predictions were carparea. Although the EMC test roan data has oot 
been used for rigerous oourly canparisons with an analysis of errors, the 
canparisons of daily energy use predictions which were made were undertaken 
'blind' (i.e. the nodellers did oot have access to the measured results) 
this is thought to be only the second time that blind canparisons have been 
undertaken. 

The PCL data was developed as the basis of an empirical validation tool 
within the BRE/SERC validation project. Detailed site handbooks are 
available for the PCL , NBS and EMC cells, although good descriptions and 
access to the actual cells is possible for all the buildings. The data for 
the PCL and NBS cells can be obtained f ran the author of this oote. The 
data for the others can be obtained via this route or by directly contacting 
the Energy M:mitoring c.atpmy in Milton Keynes, or British Gas (Table 15 
gives relevant telephone numbers). 

13. CDfCWSICBS 

1. A four phase methodology has been devised which provides a 
valuable and workable framework for the classification and evaluation of 
data which describe the thennal perfonnance of buildings. Whilst the 
primary thrust was to identify data sets suitable for validating dynamic 
thennal node ls, the classification procedure will be useful to ttx:>se who 
seek hourly on-site 
weather and building perfonnance data for many other purp::>ses. 

2. An extensive literature search revealed around 600 structures 
which have been nonitored in such a way that the data could be valuable for 
validating dynamic thennal nod.els. These structures, located througtx:>ut the 
world, covered a wide variety of forms and nodes of operation and were all 
nonitored in the last twenty five years. The structures were divided into 
six distinct categories and 231 of them have been described in detail. It 
is thought to be the largest c:x:rnpilation of this type evecy assembled. 

3. Reference material, describing over 160 exercises in which thennal 
nod.els have been canpared with measured data, has been examined. In the 
vast majority of these exercises, the presence of a few, 
easily-identifiable, sources of external error has severely undennined the 
value of the work, irrespective of the nodel being used, or the type of 
building fran which the data were acquired. 

4. Criteria have been devised to identify data sets which contain 
external errors which would prevent them being useful for validating any 
dynamic thennal nodel. Q1ly about 20% of the data sets passed these 
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Appemix 1: lECRIPI'IClf OP Dt\TA SETS 

Al. nmoxJCTIClf 

A detailed description of the attrib.rtes of each data set is given in 
the main text in Tables 4 to 12. Additional descriptive information 
about ea.ch irxli vidual structure, which could not be presented within 
the tabular format, is given below. This information was extracted 
fran the references listed :in the tables for each structure. The ccrle 
numbers of the structures, as given :in the tables, are used for 
identification purposes :in these descriptions. The variation :in the 
arrolil'lt of information about ea.ch structure, reflects the differ:ing 
levels of d::nmentation available to the authors, the :interest value of 
the structure, for a UK reader :in particular, and previous experience 
when us:ing the data sets for irodel validation. 

A2. TEST CELLS 

A2.1 IDS~ Type 

Cells 1 to 11: The original Los Alanos cells, cells 1 and 2, were 
built :in 1976. They were constructed as a pair and were awroxirnately 
1.5 m wide by 2.7 m high by 2.5 m deep and ea.ch had alx>ut 4m2 of south 
fac:ing glaz:ing. Twelve additional cells were constructed :in 1977 based 
on this original design. The walls and floor were constructed of 
plywood on a stud frame with insulation between the framing members. 
There was also an :inner layer of rigid :insulation. The ceilings and 
party walls of the cells were also well :insulated. F.ach pair of cells 
had been largely de-coupled fran the ground by raising them up on the 
ground beams. This enabled the free circulation of air below the 
floor. 

Experiments to c::arpare the performance of alternative 
heat storage ccrrq:onents were corxlucted :in Cells 1 to 
tariperature was unoontrulled and ventilation was 
infiltration. 

passive solar 
11. The air 

by naturai 

Data f ran Cell 11 has probably been nore widely used for validation 
than any other structure :in this report. A sensitivity analysis 
clearly daronstrated, however, that the predictions of the irodel BIAST 
were extremely sensitive to the air infiltration rate and the split 
between diffuse and direct radiation. Neither of these parameters were 
measured :in cells 1 to 11. 

Cells 12 to 23: Cells 12 to 23 were 12 of the 14 IANL cells for which 
experiments dur:ing the three w:inters between November 1979 and March 
1982 have been reported. (The other two cells had a stmSpace attached 
to the front so, as defined :in this rei;x>rt, this represented an 
experimental wilding; it is described :in the section 5.2.) The cells 
were rrodified versions of cells 1 to 11. The nodificatians, made in 
1979, :included the addition of an auxiliary, thenrostatically 
controlled, heat:ing system and a rrechanical ventilation system. A 
rx:minal forced ventilation rate of three air changes per oour was used 
during the three w:inter peri00s. The glaz:ing used on all the cells 
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varied fran winter to winter. In 1979/80 this was acrylic sheet Cbuble 
glazing but sare single glazing tests were corrlucted in Cells 12 to 15. 
For the latter winters, the area of glazing was reduced in all the 
cells and the acrylic was replaced by glass. Single glazing tests were 
also conducted in Cells 12 to 14 and rore advanced glazing systems were 
tested in Cells 16 and 17 during the 1981/82 winter. (In 1980/81 these 
two cells were also configured as experimental buildings.) 
M:xlif ications were made to the meth:xi of ~rature control and energy 
use rronitoring before each winter, :txJwever, sane problems were still 
experienced during each experimental period. No cbcl:mented cx:nparisons 
with m:xiel predictions were revealed for these winters. Difficulties 
:txJwever, lie in the lmCertainty in the air change rate, due to the 
rather crude control system used, and in the inability to accurately 
separate the diffuse and direct carp::ments of the solar radiation. 

Cells 24 and 25: Cells 24 and 25 were operated with m:xiel validation 
in mirxl and data fran than was incoqx:>rated in the SERI data base, 
h:Jwever, the air infiltration rate is lmCertain. 

Cell 26: Cell 26 is only described briefly but awears to have been 
ronitored with few sensors using a chart recorder to log the data. 

Cells 27 and 28: It appears that rx::> diffuse radiation measurements 
were made in conjunction with the nonitoring of Cells 27 and 28. There 
is also rx::> indication that wind parameters or air infiltration rates 
were recorded. Cell 27 contained a standard masonry Tranbe wall whereas 
the wall in Cell 28 was transparent, consisting of water filled plastic 
blocks. 

Cells 29 to 36: Cells 29 to 36, whilst rot nonitored specifically for 
the p..up::>se of m:xiel validation, may as a secondary use "provide data 
directly useful for code validation". 

Cells 37 to 40: Data fran Cells 37 to 40 was gathered partly for the 
p..up::>se of m:xiel validation, and has already been carpared with the 
predictions of SERIRF.S. 

Cell 41: The cell was the same as cells 37 to 40, but a single layer 
of bricks was placed inside the walls to add thermal mass. The large 
area of glazing was shaded by a screen placed 700rnn away fran the outer 
surface of the glass. Tests a and c, consisted of an unheated period 
( 2 or 4 days) follOlll'ed by a period of continuous heating. The other 
test b, consisted of six experiments with rx::> gaps between than. In 
these, the roan was intermittently heated, but the heating schedule, 
set-p:>int and plant capacity were varied. 

Cell 42: Data fran this cell was collected for British Gas. It was 
coopletely opaque, with controlled and nonitored ventilation. It was 
lined with bricks to add thennal mass. 'ttl.e tests, using various 
heating schedules and very detailed roni taring, were interrled to 
examine the interaction between heating systans and the building 
fabric. They cover a period of 6 years with tests being urrlertaken 
during the winter time. The level of instrumentation and the control 
of the mechanical ventilation system was gradually enhanced over this 
period. Of particular interest is the use of flux meters and a Meyer 
ladder to extract surface convection coefficients. The use of 



pseudo-ran:bn heating sequences and 28 hour heating/f~f loat cycles 
are a tmique feature of the winters D and E respectively. 

In winter A, tests a and j consisted of 7 days free floating operation, 
7 days cx:mtinuous heating and then 2 rrore days free floating operation. 
In tests b to i, intenni ttent heating was used rut the 'on-period' and 
the heating set :i:oint varied fran one test to the next. In tests g to 
j, the oil-filled panel radiator was oovered with a p:>lished metal 
cover to reduce the radiant carp:ment of the heat outp.lt. 

In winter C, a fan cx:mvector heater was used. This had precise 
(pro:i:ortional, integral and derivative) oontrol rather than sinple 
on/off switching to oold the set-:i:oint rrore precisely. The level of 
rronitoring in the cell was significantly increased over previous 
winters. Experiments a, b and c consisted of a period of cx:mtinuous 
heating, followed by a period of intennittent heating and then finally 
a free floating period. Experiment e is interesting as it consists of 
a 20 day period of pse\Xh-randan heating at 5-minutely switching 
intervals. The aim was to use statistical techniques based on 
oovariance analysis to extract the Ul"rlerlying relationships between the 
heat input and the wilding resp:mse. 

In winter D, a natural- (rather than a fan-) convector heater was used. 
The series consisted of 3 days cx:mtinuous heating followed by a 12 oour 
free floating period, then 7 days of intennittent heating on a 28 day 
cycle (6 oours on, 2 oours off, 6 oours on, 14 oours off), and finally 
3 days of free floating operation. The aim was to separate the heating 
on/off periods fran climatic influences to ensure ]'X) sp..irious 
correlations occured at the data analysis stage. 

In winter E, a fan cx:mvector was used to heat the cell in a 
pseudo-randan manner, where the switching interval was half-oourly. 

Cells 43 to 48: F.ach of these six cells was rronitored for eight 
different 8 to 10 day periods, thereby prcxiucing a total of 48 data 
sets. For all 8 periods, Cells 43 and 44 were <Duble glazed (1.5m2 

glass) , Cells 45 and 46 were opaque and Cells 4 7 and 48 had either 
0.75m2 of oouble glazing (tests a to d) or 0.75m2 single glazing (test 
e to h) . Cells 43, 45 and 4 7 were heated by a natural oonvector 
heater, the other three by an oil-filled radiator prcxiucing a 
significant radiant :i:ortion of heat outpit. Heating set p:>ints, 
heating schedule and thenrostat type were varied as, in test e, was the 
ventilation rate. A detailed site ham. book is available. Sinnllations 
have been urrlertaken with ESP, HTB2, Tas and SERIRES and catpared with 
the 10;:3ay energy consunption totals~ and the trends in mnsumptjon as 
glazing type and area changed. Far rrore detailed si.nulation and 
analysis has been undertaken for the period where pseudo-randan heating 
was atployed (g) altlx>ugh this centred on using SERIRES. 

A2. 2. CUstan Designed 

Cells 1 to 12: Cells 1 to 12 were small, 1 nrsided cubes of wooden 
construction SUfP)rted 1 m above the grourrl on metal legs. F.ach cell 
had a single, usually south facing, <Duble glazed wird::M and two air 
pipes in each of the south and ]'X)rth facing walls to irrluce natural 
'infiltration'. These pipes were calibrated in a wi.rrl ttmnel to 
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detennine the relationship between infiltration and wirrl speed, 
direction and temperature. Cells 1 to 4 differed in their level of 
insulation and internal heat capacity and one of than faced east rather 
than south. Cell 5 had oo winkM and in Cell 6 the air pipes had been 
closed off. Cells 7 to 12 were identical to Cells 1 to 6 except that 
they were heated to a set p:>int of either 21 or 25°C. Fbr Cells 1 to 
5, and their heated oounterparts, the experinenters judge that the 
estimation errors on the air infiltration in:iuced by the calibrated air 
pipes remain the nost inq:x>rtant limitation. cne pair of Cells, 3 and 
9, had the added disadvantage that the internal panels, added to 
increase the thermal inertia, oould oot be explicitly rrodelled by the 
rrodels to be used in the SERC/BRE programne of work. Data was reoorded 
for two years and the cells have f igurerl in work undertaken by the 
European Passive solar M'Jdelling Sub-Group sp::msored by the Ccmni.ssion 
of the European camnmities. 

Cell 13: Limited information was available alx>ut Cell 13. It was 2. 4 
m cubed rut it is unclear whether it was deH:x:>upled fran the grourrl. 

Cells 14 and 15: Cells 14 and 15 were part of a st\Dy to measure the 
thermal performance of structures with different surface longwave 
radiation properties and to c:x:rnpare their measured performance with the 
predictions of the ITOdel HELICG. The two cells had a metal f rarne 
oonstruction with a lightweight cladti.ng. They were SLJPEX>rted on 
pillars to minimise grourrl ooupling and, alth::>ugh they were well 
sealed, the infiltration rate was oot recorded. The long wave 
anissivity of the external aluminilnn roof cla.cXling was 0. 92 for Cell 14 
and 0.07 for Cell 15; ooth had the same smrt wave absorptivity. In 
all, eight side-by-side tests were urrlertaken lasting between 6 and 31 
days. In each of these the interior air temperature oontrol was the 
same in ooth cells; tests d to g included a night set back. In tests a 
and b, l:x:>th cells were opaque, in tests c to h, the cells had differing 
south facing facades. An additional ninth test was undertaken in Cell 
14. 

Cells 16 to 19: Cells 16 to 18 had a 2.4 m cubed, well insulated, 
double-glazed shell SLJPEX>rted on grourrl beans. Cell 17 had been 
selected to provide data for the IF.A Task VIII validation effort, and 
data in a mnnber of operating rrodes had been gathered. Cell 19 was a 
very heavy, 2. 6 m cubical cell. The south facing wall oontained bNo 
separate features. The top part was sinply 2. 45 m of double glazing 
whereas the l:x:>ttan part mused a 0.4 m thick rectangular water wall 
behirrl a 1. 25 m double-glazed wird:Jw. Fran the available information 
it is oot clear whether air infiltration nea.surements were made in any 
of the cells and the climatic data ~ to be very limited. 

Cell 20: Cell 20 was 4. lm x 4. lm x 3. 4m high and roil t of 15an thick 
prefabricated reinforced ooncrete slabs. It had a double-glazed, south 
facing wird:Jw, was well sealed and, al tlx:>ugh measurements are oot 
rep:>rted, the air infiltration rate was considered by the experimenters 
to be quite negligible. To deH:x:>uple the cell fran the grourrl the 
edges of the heavily insulated floor were SLJPEX>rted on a rubber-toi;:p:rl 
fourrlation wall. The chart-recorded data may introduce a further 
external source of error into any analysis. 



Cells 21 am 22: These cells are part of the pan-European PASSYS 
project. '!'he cells are 2.5m x 2.5m high to Sm deep well sealed and 
insulated, b.Jt there are significant heat bridges and edge/corner 
effects. The cells had the opaque calibration wall installed during 
the earaly period (of 32 days) which yielded data useful for roodel 
validation. CXle cell ( 21) was left free floating whilst the other ( 22) 
was heated. The schedule consisted of two slx>rt pericds of heat 
injection and one period of contimx>us heating to 30°C, these were 
interspersed with free floating periods. '!'he data collected was 
canpared with the predictions of ESP. 

A3. EXPmIMBNrAL llXltS 

Roan 1: Roan 1 is the earliest experimental roan I'efX'rted in this 
I'efX)rt. It was the windowless attic space of House oo. 2 in Houston, 
Texas (Residence 10). The primary :p.irpose of the nonitoring was to 
validate an attic ventilation irodel. In test a, air entered the attic 
passively through the soffit vents. The flow rate at any time was 
calculated fran an enpirical equation derived fran sane air 
infiltration tests. The type of measurements used to derive this 
equation are oot rep:>rted. A thernostatically controlled fan vented 
the attic in test b. Diffuse solar radiation measurements are oot 
rep:>rted to have been made and the ducts for the oouse heating systan 
which passed through the loft released heat, the am::>lll1t of which was 
i.rrprecisely kncMn. 

Roan 2: Roan 2 was located on the corner of the first floor of 
existing b.Jildings. The lll1insulated external concrete walls of Roan 2 
faced south-east and south-west. A single window occupied al:::out one 
third of the south-west facing wall. To minimise heat exchange with 
adjoining UI11TOnitored zones the inside surface of the concrete party 
walls were insulated. The structure was intensively ITDnitored and the 
data collected for a three--nonth winter period enabled heat transfer 
coefficients and heat fluxes to be CCl'lp3Ied with the values predicted 
by a si.rnple rrodel. The roan was -well sealed, altt.Jugh air' infiltration 
measurements were oot made. The air t.erperature sensors were well 
shielded and aspirated. 

Roan 3: Roan 3 was also located on the corner of the first floor of an 
existing wilding. The external walls of Roan 3 faced south and west 
and consisted of al:::out 50% single glazing and 50% brick with cavity 
walling. Below the roof decking was a .susperrled ceiling which 
concealed the ducting for the air oorrlitioning systan. Fbr rrodelling 
purJlOSeS, this roof spaee w-aS treated as a d\JriiTI}' zone. The predicted 
internal air tatperatures during one day heating periods (tests 3a and 
3b) and a three-day \.U'lcorxlitioned period (test 3d) were canpared with 
measured values. The predicted and measured cooling loads during a 
sunny three day period were also canpared (test 3c) . A major 
limitation of the environmental data is that no diffuse solar radiation 
measurements were made and values could oot be derived for the period 
12 ooon to 6. 00 pn. No attenpt ~ to have been made to insulate 
the roan fran the adjoining spaces which were oot nonitored. 
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Roans 4 to 9: Roans 4 to 9 were adjacent rectangular cells in an 
existing brick and stone, ~torey wilding. E:ach cell had a 
detachable c:buble-glazed wall size 3 m x 3 m. Behind this glazing was 
a vented Tranbe wall wilt of either brick, brick and stone, or 
concrete block. Three of the cells were an the ground floor and three 
vertically above an the first floor. Terperatures in the adjacent, 
ron-experimental roans were also recorded. No air infiltration 
measurarents or diffuse solar radiation measurements are reµ>rted. It 
was roted that the data generated will provide a valuable insight into 
the performance of 'twin-storey' Tranbe Walls and will also be used by 
the experimenters to validate a dynamic thernal ne~rk rrodel. 

The remaining roans were all highly solar driven conservatories 
attached to existing ruildings rut with differing thernal storage 
elements. They were rronitored primarily to detennine the thermal 
perfonnance of such structures. 

Roans 10 to 13: Roans 10 to 13 were all attached to the same 
stucco-framed residence. In the experiments reµ>rted, all four roans 
were unheated and thermally insulated fran the residence. The 
conservatories varied in size. Their thennal storage elements were: 
Roan 10, pumice block wall imnediately behind the glazing with 
perforations to allow sane direct gain; Roan 11, direct gain with an 
iron oxide thermal storage wall; Rocm 12, direct gain (the hybrid fan 
and rock storage unit was i.ooperati ve) ; and Roan 13, simple direct gain 
with brick floor thermal storage. Alt.rough the roans were highly 
solar driven the solar measurements may rot enable the separation of 
the direct and diffuse ccrip:ments. No air infiltration or wind 
measurements are reJ:X)rted to have been made. 

Roan 14: Roan 14 was rronitored to provide a data base for assessing 
the costs and benefits of attached greenhouses. It had a sloping 
cbuble glazed frontage and contained a water wall and concrete planters 
to provide therna.1 storage. Vents released excessive sunrner heat and 
supplied wann air to the rouse in winter. 

A4. INIXXE~ 

Structure 1: The first series of experiments in the NB.5 chamber 
represents one of the earliest attarpts to gather data for rrodel 
validation that is described in this reµ>rt. The heavy cell (Structure 
1) was supported an insulated concrete footings with a floor slab 
resting on a layer of insulation placed on the ground. In the ten 
experiments, the effect on inside temperature and heating energy 
consunption of the glazing type, the location of insulation (inside or 
outside) and the arrount of internal mass (concrete blocks) was 
investigated. Alt.rough the sirnplicity of the structure may make it 
acceptable for validating rrodels, a number of JX:>SSible problems are 
foreseen. 

(a) The one-ti.me air infiltration measurements were made at the ti.me 
of greatest tenperature difference between the inside and the outside. 
The value recorded especially for the winOOwless cell (0.38 Ach- 1 ) may 
rot be applicable at other bmes. 



(b) The ooncrete footings, despite being insulated, may well induce 
multi-di.m::msional heat flows. 

(c) In all but two tests, cylirrlrical ooncrete cyli.rrlers were 
installed to provide internal mass and these would be difficult to 
m:xiel explicitly. 

(d) The original p.mched card data, oollected in 1973, if still 
available, would be extranely Cl.1Tlberscme to harxlle. 

The p.lblished data has enabled sane validation to be umertaken, 
l"x:Mever, problems were enootmtered because the measured internal air 
tarperature seemed to be inoonsistant with the stated driving 
tarperatures. In :particular, the mean measured inside air tarperature 
was 19.7°C. In a free floating regi.rre such as this it stx>uld be equal 
to the mean driving temperatures (altmugh the magnit00e of the swing 
will vary). The weighted mean of the average outside and ground 
tarperatures was in fact 20.4°C, which is inconsistent with the 
J;ilysical expectations. Interestingly, PASOLE predicted a mean inside 
tarperature of 20.4°C; which is very close to the value expected but 
0.5°C higher than the reoorded value. waters, using a finite 
difference m:xiel, predicted an internal tarperature 0.5°C higher than 
the reoorded ones. The evidence p:::>ints to an experi.rrental error and a 
number of p:::>ssible reasons for a low reoorded air temperature exist: 

(a) The air temperature in the chamber was oot the steady-periodic 
cycle stated. 

(b) The four-day equilibrium tine between tests was insufficient. 

(c) The rrortar lx:>nding the blocks was still sherl:ling rroisture. 

(d) The shielded air tarperature probes were oot reoording true air 
tarperature (i.e. they were inadequately shielded). 

(e) The external longwave effects may have been significant. 

Structure 2: The prefabricated residence, Structure 2, was operated as 
if it were occupied by a single six person family. It was fully 
equipped with lx:>th soft furnishings and danestic appliances. The 
occupancy effects simulated included the novements of the people, doors 
opening and closing, and the use of lights and OC.rnestic appliances, 
etc. In sane of the heating tests the ducted air was heated by 
electrical resistance wires and in others by .a gas lx:>iler. In either 
case, the energy oonsumed was measured; as was the energy used for 
oooiing tne b..111C1.ing and tor operating cbnestic appliances. 

structure 3: The secorrl experimental masonry wilding I Structure 3 I 
was a proto-type oonnitory for the University of Makkah, Sa\Xli Arabia. 
In the first test (3a), passive solar gain was simulated by using 
lnf ra-red larrps to mimic the sun in a clear sky at la ti t00e 40°N. The 
sol-air temperature was based on the January extremes for Chica<}:), Il. 
These artificial experimental conditions would be difficult, if oot 
i.mfx>ssible, to m:xiel explicitly with the programs to be used in the 
SERC/BRE project. In experiments 3b to 3d sol-air temperature cycles 
typical of tlx>se experienced in sunmer in Satrlia Arabia were i.mfx>sed. 
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In test 3b, the ceiling rrounted oooler operated oontinoously for nine 
oours during the night. In test 3c the oooler was on for twelve oours 
under thernostatic control. In test 3d the cell was naturally vented 
with air when the external tanperature dIODJed :below that inside the 
cell. 

In the two rrechanical oooling tests, 3b and 3c, two significant sources 
of error exist in the measured data. Firstly, the recently wilt cell 
released large anounts of rroisture into the air. During the wann, 
daytime, periods the relative humidity in the cell was al:x:>ut 80%, 
lx:lwever, during the night the value dropped to 45% as rroisture 
oondensed out on the chiller ooils. The effect of this would, 
prestmiably, be to reduce daytime air tanperatures and to increase the 
oooling loads; particularly at the beginning of the night-time oooling 
pericxi. Discrepancies between the measured internal air tanperatures 
and those predictions by NB.SID and OOE and the measured oooling loads 
and those predictions of NB.SID, OOE and BIAST are c:x:msistent with this 
error source. The rroisture in the fabric would also p:>se problems when 
trying to select appropriate thernophysical properties. A seoond 
JX>SSible source of error arose because the oold air f ran the oooling 
valance descended past one of the walls of the cell. Al th:>ugh 
infra-red thernogIC11ily revealed only a small vertical tanperature 
gradient, the increase in the inside surface convection ooeff icient 
oould change the heat transfer between the roan and the thernal mass by 
as much as 30%. 

Structure 4: Structure 4 resembled a shed with a pitched, ventilated 
roof. Experiments were undertaken to investigate the wild-up of 
rroisture transferred between the roan and the attic space al:x:>ve. In 
four of the tests, the roan and test chamber tanperatures and 
humidities were held steady and various attic ventilation rates were 
:i.rrtfx>sed. In two of the tests, the ceiling between the roan and the 
attic was p.mctured to enhance the rate of air flow :between the zones 
and in a fifth test, cyclic enviro:nnental tanperature was irrqx>sed. The 
measured and predicted roof sheathing and attic air dew :p::>int 
tanperatures were ccmpared. The experiments were designed to 
investigate the transfer and storage of water vcqx>ur and the data Cbes 
oot appear to have been used to validate any of the better kr0\1n 
dynamic rrodels . 

Stzucture 5: Structure 5 was a full sized ooncrete apartment (called 
OBITAT) typical of those wilt in 1966 near Lyon, France. It had an 
86m2 floor area and a 2.4 m ceiling height. The inside c:x:msisted of 
eleven rcxxns which were heated by a ducted air system. 'lb simulate the 
oonditions which would prevail in the field, two opp:>Sing faces of the 
apartment were oontrolled to simulate external tenperatures and an air 
pressure difference was applied between them. The remaining four faces 
were subject to tanperatures representing those in the adjoining 
apartments. The steady state behaviour was examined (Sa) as well as 
the thernal resp:>nse to step changes in external tanperature (Sb) and a 
step change in heating p?Wer i.np.lt (Sc) . The measured internal air and 
resultant tanperatures were ccmpared with the predictions of three 
rrodels. Al th:>ugh the pressure difference applied across the wilding 
induced air flow, oo measured internal air flow rates are reJX>rted; the 
flow volumes arrl directions were assumed for the p.irp::>Ses of the 
simulations. The internal cc.rrplexity of the structure, and the rrodes 



of testing, would :r;:ose serious problem:; for the rrodels to be used in 
the SERC/BRE project. 

Structures 6 and 7: In Structures 6 and 7, the variations of internal 
t.atperature in response to changes in the rate of internal heat supply 
were recorded. Structure 6 had concrete block walls b.lil t on a solid 
concrete floor with a p:>lystyrene roof. This small cell was situated 
in a t.atperature controlled lalx>ratory, arrl heated by a small fan 
heater. In the first series of experiments (Sa) , the fan heater was 
controlled to produce a sinusoidal power outplt with a frequency 
ranging fran alx>ut 1 minute to 1 day. The internal t.enp3rature 
response, in particular the J;hase lag, was recorded. In a second 
series of similar experiments, ad:litianal internal insulation was 
provided arrl fans were used to control the air infiltration rate. 
Structure 7, a rectangular storage rcx:m, was the subject of a similar 
set of experiments altlx:>ugh the t.atperature outside the structure was 
oot controlled. The heat inplt was provided either by radiators (for 
low frequencies) or by fan heaters (for higher frequencies) . These 
corrlitions differ fundamentally fran t.OOse oonnally experienced. by 
l::uildings since internal, rather than external, cyclic variations in 
t.atperature were imp::>sed. These heating regimes would be very 
difficult to simulate with the rrodels to be used in the SERC/BRE 
project. 

A5. EXPDUMmTAL BUIU>IH:;S 

AS.1 7.aled 

B11ilding 1: Building 1 contained two south facing experimental roans 
with an equipnent storage rcx:m between them. In the experiments 
reported, the perfonnance of a ccinventional Tranbe wall was carq:xrred 
with the perfonnance of a similar wall in which convection between the 
glass arrl wall was inhibited by a transparent lx:meycanbed polycarl:x>nate 
insert. Both walls had selective absorber coatings. The list of 
parameters measured cX>es oot incl\Xie wind data, or air infiltration 
measurements and U1e diffuse, arx:i global soiar measuranents are for the 
vertical collector surface only. 

a1; J ding 2: :Rcx:Jns A arrl B of Building 2 were located to the west arrl 
east of a central access corrioor. A ceiling hatch enabled solar 
radiation entering the clerestory wird::Ms to penetrate the rc:xxcs. In 
the experiments reported., the configuration of Roan A was fixed whilst 
14 different passive solar winter heating, . and 4 sumner cooling, 
configurations were evaluated in Rocm B. The fan pressurisation tests 
CT::Nealed that the rocms had similar air change rates; alx>ut 0.5 ach-1. 
No wind or diffuse solar measuranents are reported. 

a.iildings 3 to 5: Buildings 3 to 5 were of similar size arrl 
construction and were reconfigurable. 1'ie superstructure was of 
lightweight ~ frame construction and was b.lilt over a concrete 
basement. The interiors were divided essentially into four rectangular 
wnes of equal size, one at each comer with an access corrioor between 
them. These wnes had a camon attic space alx>ve them. The naturally 
ventilated attic was rronitored, as was the basement which was used for 
ground heat loss experiments. Thernostatically controlled fans vented 
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the zones with outside air to prevent overheating during sunny pericrls. 
TWo internal zone configurations were used in this series of tests. 

In Mode 1, the four zones were isolated fran each other (Units Rl to 
R4). Each zone had a single wirrlow and the four w:i!d::Ms faced each of 
the four cardinal p:>ints of the ccnpass. 

In Mode 2, the door between the oorth and adjoining south zone was open 
and air was mechanically circulated between the b«> z.ones (Units 1 to 
4) . Uni ts 1 to 3 had different internal thermal mass and Unit 4 had a 
Trcrnbe wall. 

The data has been used within IEA Task VIII and it was as part of this 
'WOrk that canparisons were made with the predictions of SERIRES, ESP 
and eight other nodels, inch.ding IX>E and BI.AST. Sensitivity stu1.ies 
using SERIRES denonstrated that the nodel is sensitive to using direct 
solar radiation derived fran measured values of total solar radiation, 
as C>pIX>Sed to using measured values for both total and direct 
radiation. SERIRES also predicted energy consurrption of the 
lightweight direct gain unit m::>re accurately using the measured rather 
than the derived solar data. 

In later experiments, the buildings were operated as thermally 
integrated units, these experiments are therefore described in Section 
5.2. 

Building 6: Building 6 was also reconfigurable. It had fixed concrete 
walls on the oorth and east side and fixed concrete partition walls 
which formed four cells. Hence, Cells 2 to 4 had interchangeable 
southern facades whilst Cell 1 had interchangeable southern and 
western facades. In each cell, ventilation tubes passed through the 
floor f ran the crawl space below and through the ceiling into the attic 
space above. The flow rate and the temperature of the air as it passed 
through these tubes could be continually recorded. In the experimental 
plans reported, the tubes were blanked off in Cells 3 and 4. A major 
reason for gathering the data is to validate rrodels, B:Mever, oo 
canparisons between these data and rrodel predictions were revealed by 
the literature search. 

Building 7: Building 7 was a lightweight single storey construction 
with clerestory w:i!d::Ms. The reoonfigurable interior walls were 
positioned to produce three experimental cells, each with a differing 
southern facade. A fourth cell roused the data acquisition systan. In 
the experiments for which detailed information is available, the 
interior temperature had either been controlled to a heating set p:>int 
or free floating and, in Cells 2 and 4, tests both with and witix>ut the 
clerestory wirrlow shutters open were corrlucted. The nnnitoring is of a 
high qua.lity, the data is part of the OOE Class A data base, and a site 
handbook has been produced. Destratification of the air in the cells 
in sane experiments, cantin'lX)US air infiltration rreasurements, and 
ground temperature records, enhance the value of this data set; 
particularly for assessing the accuracy of rrodel predictions in 
buildings with clerestory w:i!d::Ms. 



AS. 2 'l'henMl l y Integrated 

Buildings 1 to 6 had a lightweight, wooden exterior altlx>ugh extra 
internal mass was added during specific experiments. 

Buildings 1 and 2: Limited information is available about Buildings 1 
and 2 which were quarter scale riOOels of Roans A and B of the TWin-Type 
Test Jt:>use rronitorerl by the ToOOku University (Building 2, Table 5). 
They had a large south facing wi.rxbil in the main roan and a clerestory 
wi.rxbil in the attic roof. 

Buildings 3 and 4: Buildings 3 and 4 were sinple shed-like 
oonstructions ruilt on wheels, the experiments were part of an early 
low J:::ujget urrlergraduate exercise to examine the viability of passive 
solar design principles in the oorth-west of the USA. Their 
performance at different orientations, as well as with and wi tlx>ut a 
water wall, was examined. 

Buildings 5 and 6: Buildings 5 and 6 aweared to be unique in that, of 
all the structures in all the ca~ries, they were the only ones 
operated and instrumented µirely to produce data for riOOel validation. 
They were ruilt and operated so that they could be precisely riOOelled 
and they were heavily instrumented, at the mechanism level, using 
around 200 sensors in each structure. The climatic data was also 
extensive. Both ruildings were well caulked to suppress ooth 
inter-zonal advection and infiltration and the air within each zone was 
de-stratified. Data fran ooth wildings was to be incorporated in the 
OOE canputer data base and draft site handlx>oks have been produced for 
ooth ruildings. 

Building 5 looked similar to I.os Alanos type test cells rut inter-zonal 
conduction was deliberately encouraged in sane of the experiments. In 
all, six experiments have been ~leted. These gradually increased in 
canplexity as additional heat flow mechanisms were introduced by 
progressively rrodifying the wilding. Initially, it oonsisted of two, 
thermal! y independent, opaque and lightweight zones, and finally! a 
thermally integrated, direct gain structure in which one zone was 
heavyweight and highly solar driven and the other was lightweight with 
rrore nodest solar gain. In this zone, the temperature was 
thernostatically controlled to different day and night minimum 
temperatures. The wilding thus resembled a enmspace with an adjacent 
living area. 

Building 6 was a single storey ranch house divided into four major 
zones. In two of these , additional thermal mass was added. ThP. 
temperature in one heavyweight mne and one lightweight mne was 
controlled whilst the other zones were free floating. The total 
measured energy use has been carpared with the values predicted by OOE, 
BLAST and SERIRES. Whilst reasonable agreement was obtained during the 
1982 period the node! predictions differed markedly fran each other, 
and fran the measured values, for the 1983 period. 1'his was attrib.lted 
to internal errors in the nodels which, for the 1982 period, were 
Imltually canpensating thus producing the satisfactory agreement. 

Buildings 7 to 28: Buildings 7 to 28 were pa.rt of North American 
Imllti-ruilding rronitoring projects at four sites. The primacy p.lI1X)Se 
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was to examine various energy conservation strategies in residential 
b..lildings. In particular, the effects of thennal mass, (Buildings 7 to 
14) and passive solar heating and cooling ooncepts (Buildings 21 to 
28), mass, insulation and heating strategies (Buildings 15 to 20). 
Generating data for rrodel validation was a secorx3ary objective. 

Buildings 7 to 14 were oonstructed to assess the influence of thennal 
mass on heating energy requiranents and thennal ccmfort. They were, 
like the N8.5, thennal mass b..lildings ( 15 to 20) , alx:>ut 6 m square with 
insulated slab-on-grade floors. Buildings 11, 12 and 13 had a similar 
wall oonstruction to NBS Buildings 19, 18 and 15. Unlike the NBS 
b..lildings l'x:Mever, they had oo wi.rd:JWs and flat insulated roofs. The 
rrodel simulations were conducted for a number of 10 day periods during 
the year to examine the consistency of the measured data. The lateral 
stratifications in the cells, due to the plenun arrl fan air circulation 
system, was a source of difficulties. The four rrodellers, using 
IX>E-2.lA, IX>E-2.lC, BIAST and DEROB, ack>pted different m:xielling 
strategies to try arrl simulate this. Other problems were: the 
uncertain thennal capacity of the acbbe; the uncertain oourly energy 
use figures; and the p:>ssibility of significant edge effects due to the 
relatively large wall thickness to floor per:irreter ratio. In the 1983 
experimental period four wi.rd:JWs were aa:ied to Buildings 7 arrl 9 to 13 
and eight to Building 14; Building 8 was unchanged. Glazing 
temperatures, and heat fluxes and interior solar radiation levels were 
recorded in Building 14. No rrodel simulations have been rep:>rted for 
this period. 

Buildings 15 to 20 were 6m square roans with a ventilated attic space 
alx:>ve. Their differing constructions are representative of current 
construction practice in the USA. All six b..lildings were subjected to 
tests a to g rut only b..lildings 15, 17, 19 and 20 were included in test 
h. The carq:arisons with DEROB were oonducted for three or five day 
periods within the duration of tests a to c to check the consistency of 
the data gathered. The TARP cc:nparisons for Buildings 15, 17 and 20 
were for one winter heating and one sunmer oooling period; the exact 
dates were oot specified. During the 'WOrk with DEROB, problems were 
enoountered disaggregating the direct and diffuse carp:ments of the 
solar radiation. This was because, only vertical solar radiation 
measurements had been gathered and the oorizantal solar measurements 
gathered at an adjacent site were oot always canplete. The siting of 
the outside air temperature sensors was such that there was signf icant 
uncertainty in these values. There were also numerous thennal 
arx:malies in the b..lildings which could oot be rrodelled accurately. 

F.ach of Buildings 21 to 28 had a similar size arrl internal, two-zane, 
configuration. Details are scant rut oo mention of air infiltration 
measurements is made in the references listed. A ocntinoous loop of 
fluid served the oooling units in each wilding. 

arl..ldings 29 t.o 33: Buildings 29 to 33 were five of the six structures 
b..lilt to assess energy conserving oonstruction and heating strategies. 
They all had a wooden frame super-structure over a six foot deep 
basement with thick concrete walls. They were electrically heated 
using a ducted air system located in the basement. Free circulation 
between the basement and the upper roan was p:>ssible through the open 
stair-well. During winter periods b to e, both interior arrl exterior 



night insulation shutters were tested in Buildings 30 and 31. In 
Building 33 during period e, gas replaced electricity as the fuel 
source and intra-a:::mstruction, surface talp3rature and infra-red 
thenrogra?'ly measurements were oonducted. Air pressurization and 
de-pressurization tests were made on all the ruildings. Heating energy 
use was rreasured continually throughout all the winters; the other 
building parameters were recorded for shorter periods. Problems 
encmmtered when rcodelling the buildings with BIAST were due to: 
inadequate grourrl t.enq;>erature records which prevented accurate basem:mt 
rcodelling - a serious source of error; basing infiltration rates on 
correlations between (old) measuranents and wind speed and t.enperature 
difference; and missing, rut essential, weather parameters. 

aiildings 34 to 41: Buildings 34 to 41 were rroni tored to assess, 
anongst other things, the thermal performance of attached sun spaces. 
They all incolp)rated south facing sunspaces of various gearetries 
except for Building 34; which was a control used for crnparison 
:p.lrIX)SeS • 

Buildings 34 and 35 had the same shell construction as Buildings 3 to 5 
in Table 5. Internally :tx:Jwever, they were divided into three z.ones. 
TWo of these faced oorth, with an access corridor between them, and the 
third one faced south and spanned the width of the ruilding. Building 
35 had a sunspace with a thernostatically oontrolled fan to circulate 
air to the rcx:rns behind. The t.enperature in the roans was controlled 
by heating and venting in the same way as for Buildings 3 to 5 in Table 
5. The buildings feature in work urrlertaken as part of the IE.A Task 
VIII work. 

Buildings 36 to 39 were formed by placing double-glazed sun spaces on 
the front of standard Los Alarros test cells. The exact configuration 
varied for each winter. During the 1979-80 winter (period a), 
Buildings 36 and 37 had identical rut separate BtD1 spaces. During the 
1982 winter (period b), a sun space was built across the face of them 
ooth and divided in half by a partition wall. In Building 37, natural 
circulation between the sun space and t.he cell occnrred th...rough ve.rits 
in the dividing wall. In Building 36, circulation was irrluced by a 
the:rnostatically controlled fan. Circular water druns and concrete 
blocks on the floor of the sunspaces provided thermal storage. 

During the 1980-81 winter, there was oo partition in the sun space and 
a wall of ooncrete blocks separated the cells fran the sun space. 
Natural inter-zone circulation was also encouraged by cutting two 
doorways, one through the partition wall between the cells arrl one 
between cell 3 and the sunspace (Building ~). SERIRES validation w~:>rk 
was conducted during this period a pa.rt of IE.A Task VIII. Building 39 
was similar to 38 except that there were oo water druns and the sun 
space was of differing gearetry. 

As arranged, the reronfigurable REPF.AT facility, Building 40, 
represented a two-storey rouse or small cx:mnercial wilding. The 
oorth, east and west walls of the lc:Mer roan were solid concrete and 
earth benned, whereas the ~r roan was of insulated 'WOOden frame 
construction. A brick thermal storage wall pa.rti tioned the rcx:rns fran 
the two storey conservatory. Air was free to circulate between the 
three rcx:rns through doorways. The structure was thus very carplicated 
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and defining the air flow pattern oould be a problen. 

Building 41 was prefabricated and erected at low cost to daronstrate, 
and rronitor the perfornance of, many different passive solar 
techniques. 

A6. RESID!HCl!S 

A6.1 c.cmventicmal 

Residences 1 to 6: The six Electricity Research Council !buses (1 to 
6) are the earliest rronitored residences reported. Fa.ch muse had the 
same arrangement of internal roans, alt:oough adjacent pairs were a 
mirror image of each other. The external walls differed, half had 
brick and nasonry walls and the other half had brick and nasonry gables 
and a lightweight south facing wall. Alternative heating systems were 
to be investigated. The available literature reports wh:>le muse 
conduction and ventilation experiments, experiments to detennine the 
solar gain in three unheated muses and a ~ison between measured 
air t.atperatures and the predictions of a thernal network simulation 
m:xiel. The muses were intensively instrumented and they were 
1..ll'X>CCUpied, however, the data is r01 quite old and is stored on various 
data media. No diffuse radiation measuranents were reported as having 
been made. 

Residences 7 and 8: The two Colurnhls Cllio residences (7 and 8) were a 
subset of nine residences in the same neighlx>urtxxx:l rut of different 
styles, which were rronitored to develop and validate prcx::edures for 
predicting the murly thernal loads and energy consurrption of 
residences. The value of the data has been assessed and tlx:>se fran two 
of the muses listed have been deemed the best for validation :p.lIJX)Ses. 
The selection criteria were based. on: the c:x:rnplexity of the wilding; 
the accuracy with which the heating systan efficiency oould be defined; 
and the c:x:rnplet.eness of the data available. Residence 8 was operated 
specifically for research p..lrIX)Se5; it cxmtained cxmcrete blocks to 
simulate furnishings. catpa.risons between the rreasured and predicted 
daily and murly energy usage of the two muses formed the backl:xme of 
the validation efforts. 

Residences 9 to 11: The three muses in Houston Texas (9 to 11) were 
rronitored during the SUlllller to investigate the effect of various attic 
ventilation techniques on the :ird:x:>r cx:mfort conditions ard central air 
conditioner energy consumption. The cooling· energy used and the attic 
air t.atperatures in House 11, during a five day period, were CXJTpared 
with the prediction of :NBfilD. Artificial, rather than actual, on-site 
weather data was used in the BLAST and IXlE simulations. The data set 
fran House 11 is also oontained in the ~ data base alt:oough it lacks 
diffuse solar radiation measurements. 

Residences 12 and 13: Residences 12 and 13 are two of only four 
terraced muses tarulated. In the uro:::cupied muse (12), the first 
floor t:iedrocJn and the ground floor living roan were rronitored. In the 
occupied muse (13), only the dining roan was rronitored. Three, out of 
six intended rronitoring tasks, are rep::>rted. Measured air and surface 
t.atperatures in House 12 were canpared with tlx:>se predicted by ESP. 



SUrf ace temperatures predicted by ESP, when the lm:Jwrl measured air 
temperature was used as i.np..It, were catpared with the values measured 
in House 13. Sources of error in the validation process were due to: 
digitizing chart records; inaccuracy in the air infiltration 
measuremants; and recording the solar radiation data at a site two 
miles fran the residence. 

Residences 14 to 23: The ten nobile residences (14 to 23) were each 
formed fran two pre-fabricated units which were sited alongside each 
other to form the carplete muse. Three of the muses were insulated 
to mininrum stamards, three had increased insulation, and four had 
aD:li tional insulation plus other energy cooserving features. The 
interior terrperature was controlled by a ducted air system which 
incorporated an air to air heat p.ll'l'p which autanatically switched fran 
heating to cooling. The nonthly energy consLI1ption of the muses was 
carpared rut a secondary objective of the rronitoring was to investigate 
their detailed thermal perfonnance. No w:ini data is reported to have 
been gathered and the infiltration rates are uncertain. 

Residences 24 to 29: The data fran the six Australian residences ( 24 
to 29) was gathered with the specific aim of validating four Australian 
nodels which are capable of predicting the behaviour of unconditioned 
ruildings. The residences cover a range of Australian musing types 
and climates. Terrq:>eratures were measured in all the roans plus, where 
appropriate, the attic and crawl space. The occupancy effects 
simulated were the periodic opening and closing of the external wi.ncbws 
and, for House 27, the external cix>rs. A correlation between air 
infiltration rate and w:ini velocity was derived for each muse rut 
only with the win:bws closed. This led to a substantial lack of 
confidence in the nodel predictions, especially for Houses 27 and 28. 
The data was available for periods of 4 to 22 days. The murly 
internal air temperatures were carpared with the predicted values rut, 
unlike virtually all other validation work, the rrodellers thanselves 
were unaware of the measured perfonnance. It was concluded that oone 
of the programs accurately predicted the internal conditions in the 
test muses. The data necessary for rrodelling the ruildings is freely 
available. 

Residence 30: Residence 30 was a mid-nineteenth century dwelling, with 
solid walls in a mature garden setting. It had been up-graded by 
renoving various extensions and then externally insulating the walls 
and internally insulating the floor and roof space. Themo-couples 
were installed on either side of the insulating lx>ards so that they 
formed large heat flow meters. This enabled the flux through each 
lx:>ard, and hence the overall muse heat flux, to be measured. The 
win:X:JWs were covered and insulated and the wtx:>le muse was well sealed 
to minimise infiltration. c:Drparison of measured heat i.np..It and 
measured heat loss sl'x:Jwed. that cold bridges CXX'lStituted a significant 
energy drain. Measurements of heat loss fran the ground floor slab 
irxlicated that presently available techniques for calculating such 
losses fran muses may be significantly in error. Fran the p.lblished 
infonnation it is unclear whether a carplete set of murly weather data 
was collected. 

Residence 31: Residence 31 was a one-family residence typical of 
central SWitzerland. It has been nonitored (and the results catpared 
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with OOE-2 predictions) as part of IE.A Annex III. The upper two 
storeys were of insulated wood oonstructions and the uppernost one was 
within the V-shaped roof space. The lower basanent area, which was also 
divided into roans, was of heavyweight concrete oonstruction and, 
except for the south-east comer, was below grourrl. The thermal 
conductivity of one window and one wall element were measured. The air 
leakage tlx:>ugh each roor arrl window was measured along with the wrole 
muse infiltration rate. This varied with the time of year due to 
shrinkage of the timbers. .Advection between floors via the open 
stair-wells is a signf icant factor. Measurements of thermal 
performance were made for two three-nonth periods, one of continoous 
heating and one with night set.back. The murly energy use of the oil 
fired central heating systan and the internal t.enperatures were 
eatpared with the predictions of OOE-2. 

Residences 32 to 39: The eight low-energy muses (32 to 39) were 
insulated to Danish regulation standards. They had the majority of the 
oouble glazing located on the south side and heavyweight interior walls 
were use1 for heat storage. F.ach muse had the sane oonstruction. Q'le 
oouse was urxx:cupied to act as a control. They were intensively 
rronitored during two heating seasons to determine their thermal 
performance. A series of experiments was undertaken and the data 
interpreted to examine: annual energy consurrption; heat losses; energy 
balances; incidental gains, solar gains; and auxiliar:y heating. 

Residences 40 and 41: The I Hi.mis Lo-Cal muses ( 40 and 41) were 
ruilt to substantially reduce their energy usage eatpared with muses 
of standard Illimis oonstruction. They incor:porated: maximum 
insulation; multiple, mainly south facing, glazings; tight 
construction; and passive solar orientation. Their design was based on 
predictions fran BIAST. The rouses were rronitored at the Class A level 
and the data will form part of the U.S. OOE Class A data base. A 
series of experiments, with the muse in different nodes of operation 
has been urx:lertaken, caTpaiisons have been made between the predictions 
of OOE and measured data fran the urxx:cupied muse, lx>th in the free 
floating and the controlled temperature node. Similar cx:rrparisons with 
the predictions of BIAST have also been made. 

Residences 42 to 49: Residences 42 to 49 represented four matched pair 
muses in which the energy con.stmption in one of the pair was used as a 
reference against which to assess the effect of alternative heating 
systan controls and design rocxlifications in the adjoining test muse. 
They were typical of UK residences ruilt arourrl the 1960s. All had 
cavity brick walls and were heated by a gas fired mt water radiator 
systan which also provided cbnestic mt water. Residences 48 and 49 
were in the centre pair of a four-muse terrace; the em muses are oot 
used in the matched pair experiments. During all the experiments, 
~lex occupancy schedules were simulated. This inclOOed: the use of 
electrical awliances; mt water nm off; light switching; arxl curtain 
operation. Virtually all interior roors were left open. The level of 
rronitoring is ver:y low. Specific difficulties for validation are: it 
may be difficult to separate the energy used for space heating and that 
used for cbnestic mt water; it is oot possible to determine the heat 
injected to each zone; apart fran energy rronitoring, only the globe 
temperature in each roan was recorded murly; and finally, it does oot 



seem :EX>Ssible, fran the information available, to separate out the 
diffuse and direct cx:rrp:ments of solar radiation. 

A6. 2 Passive ard Hybrid Bolar 

Residences 1 to 4: The passive solar residences (1 to 4) in the Sun 
I:Mellings Denonstration Centre at Ch:>st Ranch, were of similar 
oonstruction rut inoorporated differing passive solar features. Native 
oonstruction ma.terials were used whenever possible. These incllrled, 
adobe and p.ml.ice walls, logs, flagstones, and sawdust insulation. The 
Centre's aim is the daronstration of, and training in, the aspects of 
passive solar design, as well as passive solar testing and m::mitoring. 
The roan globe, sunspace air, and outer wall tarperatures were cx:rrpared 
with tlx:>se predicted by PASOIE. A full assessment of the cc.11q:>leteness 
of the data, particularly which clima.tic parameters and infiltration 
maasurements were made, is not p:>Ssible fran the p.lblications examined. 

Residences 5 to 10: The six low energy muses (5 to 10) provided a 
variety of architecural and technical solutions to minimising heating, 
ventilating and mt water energy usage. To achieve the energy use 
target of 5,000 Kwh.yr- 1 , all the muses were extranely well insulated 
and rouble or triple glazed. The infiltration rate was carefully 
oontrolled to less than o.12Ach- 1 , by using inpermeable barriers in the 
walls and by weather stripping the wi.rd:Ms. All the muses inclooed 
heat recovery systans in the exhausted air stream and sane of the 
muses had shutters to reduce the night heat loss. I-buses 7 and 10, 
were passive solar designs and had solar oollectors to supplement the 
conventional heating systems and in House 6 a heat p..mp extracted 
ground heat to reduce the prima.ry heating energy usage. The heat 
output and occupancy patterns of t\«> adults and t\«> children were 
simulated, this incltxled their use of musetx::>ld awliances such as the 
television and refrigerator. 

Residences 11 and 12: I-buses 11 and 12 were double envelope, or 
oonvecti ve loop, designs. The Warren Burns muse ( 11) was oonstructed 
to evaluate the perfonnance of the rouble envelope concept and to 
carpare the measured perfonnance with the predictions of a 
microcanputer program. In principle, the air fran the sunspace passes 
over and above the ceiling and descends through the mllow, earth 
benned, north wall and the crawl space and basanent, before re-entering 
the greentx:>use. A similar system is enployed in tt>use 12. 

Residence 13: The Williamson l"x>use ( 13) had exterior walls of aOObe 
block and interior brick and concrete walls which actsi as the primrny 
heat storage elements. The floor to ceiling south facing windcMs were 
designed to provide all the heating energy required altrough an open 
fire provided auxiliary heating. 

Residence 14: The Tennessee Valley Auth::>rity ooilt 35 passive solar 
hanes of 11 designs. These were m::mitored to assess energy usage and 
canfort levels. Fbur of the tones had additional instrumentation. The 
initial results fran one of these (Residence 14) have been reµ>rted. 
This muse used a two-storey mass storage wall and earth banking around 
the lower storey on the north and part of the east and west walls. A 
TRNSYS simulation predicted an energy use only 20% of that measured. 
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The discrepancy was traced to construction defects. The rouse thus 
perforned worse than a conventional rouse. 

Residence 15: The superinsulated rouse (15) was wilt in the grounds 
of the Brookhaven National Lalx:>rat.ory. The rouse was heated by 
electrical resistance cx:>ils in the air supply ducts. Infiltration 
rates were inferred by subtracting, fran the total energy usage, all 
other heat losses. AltOOugh the 00use was urx:xx=upied it was entered on 
a number of occasions by the experimenters. The overall g::ial was t.o 
add natural thermal st.Drage t.o a fairly conventional rouse in order t.o 
save heating fuel witOOut reducing canfort.. It was well insulated, 
inch.rled three passive solar heat cx:>llection devices, and enployed 
double or triple glazing. The heat danarrl was al:x::>ut half that of a 
typical rouse of the area. The nonit.oring was designed t.o evaluate the 
overall thermal performance of the rouse. 

Residence 16: The Slmcatcher It:>use (16) was a catplex inoovative 
passive solar rouse, with clerestory w~, and an internal tubular 
water wall, to illuminate and heat the rx>rth side of the wilding. A 
reflective roof aided solar capture by these w~, particularly in 
winter, and manually operating win:XM' shutters reduced winter heat 
loss. The data was gathered t.o quantify the performance of the roof. 
Additionally, the actual oourly performance was axipared with that 
predicted by a large simulation nodel and two sinple calculation 
rneth:xis for a two-day winter pericxi. 

Residence 17: Information available al:x::>ut Residence 17 is limited. It 
was one of three swiss residences which were instnmented as part of 
the IEA Task 1; one of the others incx:>rporated an active systan, and in 
the third, rronitoring focused on part of the wilding only. The 
objectives were to rronit.or the performance of the rouses and to provide 
data to validate a thermal network simulation program. 

Residence 18: lt:>use 18, Solar Q1e, was multi - levelled with wi.rrl:lws 
cx:>vering the entire southern facade. Overheating was avoided by well 
p:>sitioned internal mass and overhangs. 

Residence 19: The Skytherm passive solar muse (19) incx:>rporated a 
roof :p:>nd and rrovable insulation t.o cx:>ntrol the cx:>llection and 
rejection of energy for heating and cooling. The effect an performance 
of deflated air cells, changed in p:>Irl depth, and evapJrative cooling, 
plus insulation panels, were examined. It was made of externally 
insulated, pre-cast concrete, with double-glazed. wird:Jws and a well 
insulated cb::>r. Tests, both with and wi trout occupants, and in various 
operating m:x:les, are plarmed.. The data will oontib.lte t.o the OOE Class 
A data base. 

Residence 20: The Balcanb residence (20), also krom as Unit 1, First 
Village, was an L-shaped hybrid structure with a two-st.Drey stmspace 
enclosing the front forecourt. The heated air was circulated fran the 
top of the greentx:>use, by fans, through two radiant rock beds. Heat 
was transferred to the living space by convection through open cb::>rs, 
the aOObe walls between the greerux>use and the living area provided 
thermal st.Drage. 



Residence 21: The Bruce Hurm residence {21) was equiwed with a two 
storey Tranbe wall f ran which air would be ducted to a rock storage 
system. Due to oonstruction defects however, this active part of the 
hybrid house did oot function. c:nly the radiant heat fran the Tranbe 
wall therefore stWlanented the auxiliary heating. In addition to the 
main two-storey block of the house, there was a single storey annexe on 
the west side. The data fran this residence and the Balcanb and 
Williamson houses were used to validate the nodel DEROB. 

Residences 22 to 24: Residences 22 to 24 were part of the University 
of Arizona passive c:xx>ling experimental facility and will oontrihlte 
data to the SERI Class A data base. Structure 1 was ruilt of 
stabilized rm.xi adobe with a oorrugated metal roof decking. Structure 2 
was of solid ooncrete construction and the basement has provided data 
to validate a program designed to predict heat loss fran basements. 
Structure 3 was of lightweight oonstructian arrl incltDed a rock store 
and water wall, in ad:li.tion, n\Eerous active solar oollectors have been 
l:::uil t in. The structures were l:::uil t for experimental p.lI'pOSeS, 
h:Jwever, during awropriate :periods it is interrled that the ruildings 
will be occupied by the researchers to reoord their cxxnfort 
:perceptions. 

A7 CXH!mCIAL BUIIDI?GS 

:enUding 1: The infonnation about Building 1 is extremely limited, in 
particular, there is oo indication of precisely which parameters were 
reoorded. Meaningful c:x:irparisons between the predictions of OOE and the 
measured data were difficult as the l:::uilding occupants interfered with 
the vents in the water wall which separated the wareh:>use f ran the 
office space. 

Building 2: Building 2 was designed to denonstrate a number of energy 
saving concepts. F.ach floor used different ty:pes and arrangements of 
HVAC equipnent and lighting systems. Problems with the autanatic 
t.enperature control systerns resulted in the occupants resorting to 
manual control. Gas, oil and electricity were used as primary fuel 
sources. Although over 700 ~rs were used, the only climatic data 
gathered was air t.E:!l'perature so simulations had to be corrluct..ed using 
data fran a site sane 15 miles away. 

Building 3: Building 3 was nonitored in 1973, it is thus the earliest 
canbined nonitoring and rrcdel validation project incltDed in this 
report; arrl one of the rrost ant>itious. The work was a distinct 
sub-task of the IE.A Anra::A 1. Tl~ overall aim was, !!to evaluate a 
number of different awroaches to rrcdelling the energy requirements of 
ccmnercial l:::uildings". The l:::uildings was rectangular and of 
heavyweight construction with the insulatioo on the inside. Data was 
oot gathered with roodel validation in mind. Particular problems "Were 
the tmkncMn infiltration rates, minimal climatic data arrl uncertainty 
in the measured energy use values. Eleven participants each rrcdelled 
the l:::uilding with a different thennal nodel. 

Building 4: Building 4 was rroni tared for the IFA Annex IV to provide 
details of its thennal :perfonnance and hence to enable an in-depth 
CCl'l'q)arison with rrodel predictions to be made. The l:::uilding was steel 
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framed arrl extensively glazed arrl, like Building 3, had an open plan 
interior design. The rroni toring arrl rrodelling ooncentrated on the 
second floor which was partitioned into an occupied arrl an unoccupied 
half. The rroni toring was very detailed; over 500 sensors were used. 
(Infonnation arout the weather data is not, b:Jwever, incl'OOed in 
reference 81. ) Despite this detail, the size arrl c::arplexi ty of the 
b.lilding arrl organisational difficulties led to the c:xmclusion by one 
participant that, "the measurements arrl CXllpltation results slx:>uld be 
used neither for 'validating' the existing rrodels, nor for establishing 
any classification of their respective perfonnances". Nine different 
dynamic thennal rrodels were each used by a different participant in the 
project. 

lkti.ldings 5 and 6: Buildings 5 arrl 6 were just two out of over 100 
different U.S. Anny installations for which energy use was recorded. 
Fbr rrost of them the energy use of individual, rather than groups of 
b.lildings, could not be determined. The 18 chair dental clinic was of 
brick arrl block construction with a steel truss roof. Heating was via 
a central gas fired toiler arrl cooling was by a reciprocating chiller. 
The envirorunent in the battalion a:! was c:xmtrolled by rerrote, 
electrically p:Mered, central toiler arrl chiller units. 

Building 7: Building 7 oonsisted of 14 apartments, two to each storey. 
These were of brick arrl block cavity wall c:xmstruction and were heated 
by mt water radiators which were suwlied fran a central gas-oil fired 
pressurized toiler. Differences between measured interior air 
tarp:ratures and tmse predicted by the plant and systems orientated 
rrodel were attrib.lted to the occupancy effects. 



APPENDIX 2 KEY TO TABLES 

o. Inttoductiun 

The key is divided into four sections corresponding to the four main parts of Tables 5 to 10. In each se c ti on the 
left hand column contains the headings from the tables and the right hand column, the definition of the entries 
under each heading. 

In all the tables, 
successive tests. 

indicates an uncertain entry and / indicates alternative feAtures or mode s of opera tion in 

1 . General Infonnation 
-

Monitoring Institution Institution responsible for gathering the data. 

(Location of 'Structure') Nearest city and country or, for atructures in the USA, the nearest city and the 
customary abbreviation of the state. 

Test Facility Name Name of the experimental facility of which the buildings are a part . 

Code and Test No. Code adopted to identify each entry in the tables. 

2. Building Description 

Type, No . Rooms, Description of the indoor structure, number of rooms in the main body of the incoc r 
Approx. Size, Construction structure, the approximate size of the structure and the building materials used. 

Structure or Zone Name Name given by the monitoring institution to the experimental building or the nai:-.e 
given to the individual cells within them. 

Residence Name Name by which the residence is commonly known . 

Type Letter - type of residence: D detached; S semi-detached; T terraced . 

Digits - number of storeys excluding: a at tic space; b basement; c er ai.·l space helm.-
the ~round floor. 

Plan Area m2/Glazed Area 1. Plan area of the residence, in square metres / Percentage of fac~de ~laze c. 

Features Codes to the solar gain features incorporated in all the structures, except those 
or tested indoors . 
Feat . 

AS attached sun space with associated thermal storage. 

CL convcctiva loop or double envelope iY5 tem. 

cw south facing clerestory windows. 

D direct gain structure: H heavyweight construction, masonrv floors and / or i.•alls, 
or added thermal mass; L lightweight, usually timber, construction and no add ed 
thermal mass. 

EB partially earth bermed structure. 

NI night insulation of windows by shutters .or other novel technique. 

0 opaque, windowless structure with descriptor& H and L as RhnvP. 
-- ·--

PCM phase change material. 

RP roof pond 1ystem. 

RS under floor rock thermal storage system. 

T Trcmbc vall vith or vithout •elective absorption surfac~: V vented, with or 
without bsck-draft dampers; U unvented. 

WW opaque or aemi-tran1parent water wall, with or without 1upplenientary direct 
solar gain. 
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Appendix 2 - 2 COTI tinued 

Plant & Schedule 

Occupancy 
or 
Occ . 

3. Monitoring 

External Temperature 
Regime 

Period 

Codes to auxiliary heating and/or cooling plant, if any:-

C cooled structure: E evaporative cooling by roof sprays; 
'no descriptor' indicates whole structure air conditioning plant. 

F free floating, no heating, cooling or venting. 

H heated stru~ture: B electrical baseboard heating; C electrical ceiling heating; 
D ducted air system from centraf"gas or electric hea t er; F ' eiectrical resistance/ 
fan heaters; L light bulbs; 0 open fire; P heat pump (usually air-to-air); 
R domestic hot water radiators; 'no descriptor' heating mode unkn~'-'Tl. 

V vented with outside air: M mechanically; P passively. 

Combinations are used e.g. F with H or C indicates free floating when temperature is 
above or below the set points. 

Codes to the mode of operation and control, if any:-

c plant is on continuously. 

p scheduled 'on' periods, typically twice per day. 

t thermostatic control during 'on' periods, otherwise no control. 

j step change or jump in heat input ) 
) indoor structures only 

s sinusoidal heat input rate ) 

Code indicating the occupation of the indoor structure, residence of corm:iercial 
building. 

F contains typical domestic or office furnishings. 

H furnishings simulated by adding masonary blocks etc. 

0 occupied. 

S simulated occupancy: p simulation of people, usually by electric lar.ips; a 
simulation of appliance use, water run-off, light switching, window opening, 
curtain operation etc.; 'no descriptor' features simulated unknown . 

U unoccupied. 

Codes describing the temperature regime in the environmental chamber. 

DC(V W) daily cyclic temperature fluctuation between maximum temperature voe and 
minimum temperature woe. 

CT(X) constant temperature of xoc. 

SC(Y Z) step change in temperature from Y to zoc. 

Period during which the building was monitored or, if known, when experiments were 
performed. 

v date of measurements, day:month:year. 

<W before and/or during the date W. 

X> during and/or after the date X. 

Y-Z between the dates Y and Z • 



Appendix 2 

Building 
or 
Bldg . 

Environment 
or 
Envi ron. 

Data Media 

3 continued 

4. Reference/Suh j ec t 

Reference 

Subject 

Building respon1e parameters which were recorded. 

T temperature& of: a zone air, ehielded or unshielded; g globe, o opa que surf aces; 
w glazed (window) surfaces; i intra fabric. 

E energy use for: h heating; c cooling; v mechanical venting. 

F heat fluxes through: o opaque surfaces; w glazed (window) surfaces. 

A air infiltration and/or advection by: d tracer gas decay sampling method, result s 
may be correlated with wind direction and/or speed; c continuous (constant 
concentration) measurements; f flow meter measurements; p fan pressurisation er 
depressurisation tests; 'no descriptor' unknown method of measurement . 

I interior solar fluxes. 

C construction thermophysical properties for some or all building mater i als or 
fabricated elements. 

0 others: v velocity of air in Trombe wall spaces or rooms; h interior re lative 
humidity; f thermosyphon flow rate; i infrared thermography survey; w status o f 
window, door or night shutters recorded. 

Codes describe the environmental or climatic parameters which were measur ed for all 
except structures tested indoors. 

T air temperatures: a dry bulb; w wet bulb; s sol-air. 

I solar radiation intensity: h global horizontal; v global vertical; n dir ect 
normal; d diffuse horizontal; a global at some other angle; o other, (e.g . diffu se 
vertical), 

W wind : s speed; d direction. 

0 others: c cloud cover; p pressure; a ground albedo; d dew point; g ground 
temperature; h relative humidity; w rain w~ter; 1 long wave radiation. 

Codes indicate the media on which the monitored data were recorded . 

D In digital form on magnetic disc, cassette or tape. 

T Punched tape. 

c Continuous chart record. 

p Punched card. 

0 Other media, e.g. "on paper 11
• 

Digits - code numbers of reference from which the information was extra c ted. 

Separators - comma: references detail different work in the same 
1ubject area. 

dash: alternative references containing similor information. 

Codes de1cribing the 1ubj1ct of the reference. 

Ci compiled information about data seta (see Table la). 

Db deecription of existing data baae for empirical validation (see Tabl~ lb). 

Tha r11111aining codes have a atrict hierarchy ranging from Des to BLAST etc . Only th e 
highest appropriate code in the list is uaed after the reference number. 

Des 

Brea 

Smod 

Hod 

- description of the facility and experimental intensions onl y . 
~J. f~c• - document is a site handbook) 

- experiment al data reported to demonstrate the response of the building 
only. They are not compared to model prediction&. 

- reeults compared with the predictions of aimple calculation methods. 

- result• compared to prediction• of a dynamic thermal model. 

BLAST, DEROB, DOE, ESP, 
SUN CAT, SUN CODE, SERIRES 
TARP, NBSLD 

) reaultl canpared to the predictions of these simulation 
) - model1. <ls,~4 .!•C! - comparisons made by a different 
) institution from that which collected the data.) 

I 

I 
I 
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BEPAC PUBLICHICXIS 

TN 89/1 

TN 89/2 

TN 90/1 

TN 90/2 

TN 90/3 

TN 90/5 

TN 91/6 

TN91/7 

Predicting hourly internal daylight illuminances for dynamic 
building energy modelling -
P J Littlefair 

ISBN: 0 187 212 600 6 
Price: £5 from BRE Bookshop 

The documentation and evaluation of building simulation 
models -
T J Wiltshire and A J Wright 

ISBN: 0 187 212 601 4 
Price: £5 from BRE Bookshop 

Availability of UK climatic data for use in simulation -
E J Keeble 

ISBN: 0 187 212 602 2 
Price: £6 to BEPAC members (enquiries to Elaine Baker BRE) 

£12 to non-members from BRE Bookshop 

Standard dwellings for modelling: details of dimensions, 
construction and occupancy schedules -
E J Allen and A A Pinney 

ISBN: 0 187 212 603 0 
Price: £6 to BEPAC members (enquiries to Elaine Baker BRE) 

£12 to non-members from BRE Bookshop 

Scale models and artificial skies in daylighting studies -
P J Littlefair and C R T Lindsay 

ISBN: 0 187 212 604 9 
Price: £6 to BEPAC members (enquiries to Elaine Baker BRE) 

£12 to non-members from BRE Bookshop 

A set of standard office descriptions for use in modelling 
studies -
D J Leighton and A A Pinney 

ISBN: 0 187 212 606 5 
Price: £6 to BEPAC members (enquiries to Elaine Baker BRE) 

£12 to non-members from BRE Bookshop 

The Harmonisation of Thermal Properties of Building Materials 
J A Clarke, P P Yaneske & A A Pinney 

ISBN: 0 187 212 607 3 
Price: £25 to BEPAC members (enquiries to Elaine Baker BRE) 

£100 to non-members from BRE Bookshop 

Proceedings of BEP '91, Canterbury 

Price: £20 to BEPAC Members 
£30 to IBPSA Members 
£40 to Non-members of either organisation 
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BRE Bookshop 
Garst on 
Watford 
WD2 7JR 

Tel: 0923 664444 
Fax: 0923 664010 

Controls options in building energy simulation programs. A 
survey carried out by the BEPAC Controls Task Group -
Report compiled by E R Hitchin 

ISBN: 0 187 212 608 1 


